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A single vehicle accident on the Onion Lake hill on observation• ' I 
Highway No. 25 last Wednesday night claimed the life • .Sahota, of No. 9-863 South Lahakas, apparentiy[ 
of this taxi owned by Totem Taxi of Kitlmat. Driver drove the vehicle off the road on the Onion hill anal 
Raniit Sahota sustained a minor inlurles and was caused estimated damage in excess of $5,000. ] 
admitted to Mills Memorial Hospital in Terrace for Police are still investigating the accident• . | 
Kitimat 
R,C,M,P, 
Kitimat RCMP report a 
vair of glasses found at 
The City Centre. The 
glases are bi-focal with 
heavy rims and in a 
brown case. Owner may 
claim at the RCMP 
stat ion. .  
Vandals painted the 
.side of a car Wednesday 
night. Dalila Antuknas of 
Gull street awoke to find 
her car a kaleidoscopic 
mess. Police are still 
investigating. 
RCMP also report wo 
separate accidents.  
Photos and details at- 
tached. '
Kitimat RCMP has 
several bicycles being 
held at the ~tCPM station. 
Owners mdy claim them 
upon providing iden- 
fication. 
.Reclassified 
VICTORIA'-- The 
provincial cabinet on 
Thursday (April 6) 
elassfied Eby street 
from Halliwell avenue 
to the Northern boun- 
dary of Terrace as a 
secondary highway. 
U,S, - I)dn, Common .Market May 0ure Economic Woes 
+, 
-- Canadian and U.S. ments are 'hampering in goods for the common ra t iona l i zed  Nor th  needed for such approval 
businessmen agreed continental economic 'market instead of American production, has fallen from 26 months 
Wednesday that their activity.' competing, Herzog said, would be  to "virtually zero." 
"The natural situation There was less countries should be . To increase such more competitive Ca-  
movingtoward a corn- is there to have an productionsharing, he nadian exports  to disagreement, on the 
mon market and less Amer ican  common ~aid, Canada and the markets uch as Europe problems of bureaucracy 
government market and we ought to United States should and Japan. 
negotiate freer trade and Other speakers gave bureaucracy, get at it," said Chairman 
Speakers at a high- Raymond Herzog of the "do away with thdt 19th- general support to his 
powered, business- 3M company. ,  century notion that eaem thesis, while noting that 
~ oriented conference on Herzog said his corn- country should produce achievement of a ~om- 
Canada-U.S. relations panyN experience has everything it needs mon market would be a 
said that in fields from shown that both countries . within its own. borders." slow, gradual process 
immigration policy to 'can benefit when fac-/ A special benefit, to and calling for more 
zoning laws, govern- . teries in each specialize Canada of 'r . such  imme~ate specific steps. 
• " " U.S. LAWS A,HANDICAP. 
• % ,,,Dona!d\~ve;,+~estdent 
Group Ltd. in Edmonton,' 
' ' • Complained that tight 
U.S, immigration laws 
are a handicap to the free 
movement of executives 
+etween the Canadian 
and U.S. opera'tio~ of, 
mu l t inat iona l  " en- 
;erprises. . 
Worse, he said, the 
2anadian gbver.nment is 
)lanning "a great back- 
• ard step" by changing 
ts-immigration laws to ' 
as restrictive as the 
U.S. laws. 
i Herzog agreed, saying 
" the problem we have 
today in America is that 
we've openedthe doors to 
the Puerto Ricans" and 
other less-trained groups 
while 'making it more 
difficult for people to 
come from Britain or 
Camida. 
President James Burns 
of the Great-West Life 
Assurance Co., Winnipeg, 
• said half of his company s 
business is done in ,the 
United States and Great- 
West has run into sub- 
stantial problems with 
U~S. immigration. 
But Tom Hutson, U.S. 
conSul in Winnipeg, said 
U.S. consuls were given 
authority last year to 
approve intra-company 
transfers and the time 
reaucracy. 
• "In Ontario, every 
project in which we are 
involved 'is held up by the 
Ontario Municipal Board 
because of an objection 
by a single citizen," be 
said., "Furthermore, in 
the United States' the 
municipal authorities 
exhibit a willingness to 
assist in the'development 
Pcarogram whereas in 
nada it seems what 
they are attempting todo 
is put road blocks in the 
way." 
John  Morr i son ,  
cha i rman of Nor- 
thwestern National Bank 
of Minneapolis. 
Petitioners Demand 
• Pedestrian. Overpass 
• A petition requesting' the District of Terrace 
xrange immediately for the construction of a 
pedestrian walkway over the Canadian National 
Railway Yards at Kalum Street  w i l l  be 
presented to Terrace City Council at 7:30 April 
24th, by Kit imat-St ik ine Regional Distr ict  
planner Doug Aberly+ 
• .Over 150 persons have already signed the 
petition, which claims "This important route 
into downtown Terrace is presently dangerous 
and should not be allowed to continue as a threat 
to the l ives of Terrace ~ residents." 
• .One l i fe i s  said to have been lost and another 
individual said to have suffered the amputation 
of a leg near the overpass last year. A 
pedestrian walkway would presumably increase ~ 
the safety factor and reduce the hazards in- 
l Owned by Charles wilson/of Kltimat, and driven by Elizabeth Peers of Bella Bella [ volved in pedestrian crossing of the railway 
B.C., this vehicle reportedly crossed the Kitamaat Village road out of control tol tracks, 
strike a vehicle owned and driven by Georgina Gristwood, of Kitimat, I . Persons wishing to add their signatures to th~ 
Gristwood was taken to Kitimat Geheral Hospital for treatment ofa cut to herB )etition may do so during office hours at the 
,forehead sustained+in the accident. ' [ )aily Herald office on 3212 Kalum Street. 
" 
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H6t 
Teamsters protest hat an operator on the job is a member of a Labourer's ' Ufiion 
(168 Rock and Tunnel) doing work that should be performed by another union 
(No. 23 Teamster's) on Skeena Mall construction Site. Picketer admitted "Just a 
small altercation" was involved, and guessed it would "all be over hl about an 
hour's time," 
] andius'~over a'nem"ba~nkmen; sTlowsa dead'Iri's'h~ol~Ufl~ou n l? app Lare~Utllyet~hal~a~] 
of the male wolfhound found still chained underneath a vacated trailer by tbel 
discount food store• Close by the body, above, were the remains of two of thei 
puppies• The dog has a chain around her neck to which is attached a piece of[ 
aluminum window frame. . . ] 
i 
, . . .  . .  <¢ . : .~+~, : j~ .~ ' ,~ , "  . . . .  
~harles Wilson, owner and passenger ofthe vehicle driven by Elizabeth Peers ol 
Bella Bella, was taken to Kitimat General Hospital for treatment of minor l'n. 
juries to his arm sustoined ina Kitamaat Village road accident.. , 
Total damage was estimated at $5,000. Peers has been charged for driving 
~thout due care and attention. 
n r 
Three Women's Courses 
The Labour Advisory WOMEN AND UNIONS: 
Committee will offer A BASIC IN- 
three'courses at the TRODUCTION by Astrid 
conference to be held Dav idson  (B .C .  
Saturday and Sunday, Federation of Labour) 
April 15th and 16th at, the and Gladys Hebb (Prince 
Northwest Community Rupert Labour Council). 
College. The workshops This discussion will focus 
'which feature nationally, on the "what, why and 
known and local experts how" of unions and why 
include: women should serious y 
consider joining a union 
wherever they work. 
The Conference will 
begin with a social and 
registration on Friday 
evening at 8 p.m. 
Sessions begin at 9:00 
on Saturday and Sunday 
and meals will be 
available at the College. 
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In Seven 'hWeek " Other ne w s in brief 
Wrangling S!rantliing Sea Conference MARKS E IFFE l ,  the CN:s u }its iloatmg home built to cover the entire city 
The United Nations sea BIRTHDAY shorter counterpart, he on a diver's barge, is in with a huge glass dome. 
law conference, in the 
third Week of a seven- 
week session here, is still 
bogged down in 
procedural wrangling 
and the sea is scarcely 
being mentioned. 
Conference President 
Shirley Amerasinghe of 
Sri Lanka warned 
delegates ~ednesday 
they are  making the 
conference  look  
ridiculous and en- 
dangering its future. 
"All we are doing is 
talking about talking," 
she said. "'We wi|l look 
ridiculous if we go on like 
this." 
Elliot Richardson, the 
U.S. special envoy, 
decided to return to 
Washington until next 
week after criticizing 
delegates' wrangling 
over the wording of 
• agenda items: 
Canadian delegate J. 
Alan Beesley told 
reporters he was 
disgusted with the con- 
ference's lack of progress 
and warned delegates 
that the world expected 
action from the meeting. 
Beesley told reporters 
Canada believed the 
conference could not 
remain indifferent to 
events uch as the recent 
Amoco-Cadiz oil tanker 
shipwreck which polluted 
large areas of the French 
Coast, 
Before the conference 
started last March 28, it 
was widely seen as a 
make-or-break effort to 
set international rules on 
the fair share of oil. 
• mineral and other riches 
in the world's oceans. 
The conference started 
five years ag O and the 
present ,session is the 
seventh. Many observers 
here believe the present 
session could be the last 
chance to set in- 
ternational guidelines, 
with Western nations 
poised to start extensive 
mining of the oceans. 
Sad Story of Street Preacher 
-- A 60-year-old street 
preacher says God will 
help her wait while Gay. 
William Milliken decides 
whether to order her back 
to Alabama to finish 
serving a 218-year sen- 
tence at a prison she fled 
27 years ago. 
Since her escape from a' 
segregated Alabama 
prison farm in 1951, nine 
years into her sentence, 
Lizzie Williams has lived 
a ~luiet, impoverished 
existence in Detroit, 
preaching on street 
corners and in store-front 
Baptist churches. She 
says her past always 
troubled her. . 
Peter Ellsworth, legal 
adviser to Milliken, said 
it will be at least a week. 
before the governor 
decides whether to order 
Mrs. Williams to 
Alabama s requested by 
Gov. George Wallace. 
She was 24 years old 
when Turner  
Washington, her lover, 
came home and told her 
about a robbery he had 
committed. "He said, 'I 
think they saw me and if 
you don't tell them you 
was with me, they're sister. Annie. 
going to burn me,'" she But in January, "I.told 
said. her I was going to move 
"I told them what he because I couldn't live 
told me to tell them," she with her," Mrs. Williams 
said. "He told me he had said. "I went to pack my 
stolen some chickens." things. She said, ' I 'm 
She was tried as an going to show you how 
accomplice in the dirty I can be.'" 
unarmed robbery three Ten minutes later, 
times in two days. The police arrived after her 
all-white jury sentenced sister called them, and 
her to consecutive terms Mrs. Williams went back 
of 28,years, 99 years and to'jail. She was released 
99 years, in the custody of her 
For most of the last 27 church, and is staying 
years, Mrs. Williams with a widowed. 
lived with a y.ounger parishioner. 
SHOE REPAIR 1 
' opening; $800.00 MO 
D.O.E.. Must be able to 
operate all standard 
iequipment and machines 
nvolved in the trade. 
HEAD TECHNOLOGIST, 
1 epening, $1286 per month 
depending on experience. 
Must be able to supervise lab 
staff, machine maintenance 
program and advise duty 
rota. 
AUTO MECHANICS, 
Various openings, $9.00 per 
hour up to $9980, depending 
on experience, various 
"~ings. Must be Journey 
BABYSITTER, various 
vacancies, $7.00 -$10.00 
~:te~ day. Two letters of 
errance is required. 
STREETWORKER, 1 
opening, $138.00 per 
week. To work with youth 
and community liason. 
Kitimat,Stikine Regional Dist, To 
Hold Terraoe Pubi, Hearing 
ACCOUNTANT, I opening, 
$1,200 per month depending 
on experience. MUst be fully 
experienced and know how 
to do a full set of books, in. 
cluding a financial 
statement. 
Lively sessions are will appear at Burns those making presen- support policy for  the 
anticipated for the Lake, Terrace, Prince rations include the regional district. 
Regional District Review Rupert and Masset. C a r i b o o R e gi o n a I 3. Such other issues 
public hearings with a In Bums Lake, Wed- D is t r i c t ,  K i sp iox  germane to the review of 
large number of nesday, April 26, 1978 at Steelhead Camp, District the regional district 
organizations and in- 2:30p.m. and 6:00 p.m. at of Houston, Lurid Creek concept as may be ap- 
dividuals signifying they the Civic Centre, some of Deve lopment  Co., propriate. 
Regional District of Further inquiries may Job Opportunities Fraser-Fort George. be made to the execuUve In Terrace, Thursday, secretary, Brig. Gee. 
April27, 1978at 2 :30p.m.E.D.  Danby (retired), 
and 6 p.m. at the Terrace Suite 206, 515 W. 10th 
CLERK ;rYPIST. 1 COOKS, various openings. Hotel, 4551Grieg Avenue, A~,e., Vancouver. 
opening. $445.50to $484.50 $3.25 per hour, Speciality some of those making Telephone 8?2-2335. 
per month D.O.E.. Must cooking, presentations include the 
have 60 w.p.m, typing, Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
filing," telephone and REGISTERED NURSES, District, Central .Coast HAIR WAS TOO LONG 
reception duties. • 2 openings, $7.90 per hour. Reg iona l  D is t r i c t ,  SINGAPORE (CP) -- 
Registered in medical District of Terrace, Mr.  More than 600 men 
travellers were refused surglcal shift work, 8-4, 4-12, ELECTRI'CIAN. I.W.A. ' 12 - " Lloyd Ge "ng . . . . .  , , In :~ Prince" Rii"ert i ~'ent~ t /~ Sidlz~ipor'e.last~ 
Rate. I opening. Must be  ". -u. .  . ' FrLday, April 28, 1978 ht ~ year because" t}ie~r~ha..lr 
certified. ELECTRICIAN, 1 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. and 7 was too !ong, 
vacancy, I.W.A. rate. Must p.m. to 10 p.m. at the 
be certified. Crest Motor Hotel, 222-1st 
Ave. W., some of those 
C H I L D C A R E making, presentations 
WORKER, vacancy, include the Skeena-Queen 
$138.00 per week, Charlotte Regional 
Requires a mature, child District, City of Prince , 
care duties supervision Rupert, Village of Port 
and care of children. Edwards. 
In Masset, Sunday, 
STREETWORKER, 1 April 30,1978 at 12 noon to 
vacancy~ $138.00 per 4:30 p.m., at the Masset 
week, to work with youth • Community Centre, some 
and community lesson, of those making 
presentations include the 
'HAIRDRESSER, I Village of Masset, 
Graham Island Advisory vacancy, commission, 
licensed experienced ap. Planning Commission. 
plicants only. Individuals attending a 
Public Hearing and 
BAWFITTER, 1 vacancy, wishing to make an,oral 
$'9.$) ½ hour uncertffied, presentation are also 
19.80 ½ hour certified. Must welcome. 
have minimum of one years Mr. Phillip A. Farmer, 
experience arbide andland. Chairman, and the 
Regional District Review 
NIGHT ,~UDI'rOR.DESK Committee is examining: 
CLERK, $5.13 per hour 1. The' lurisdictional 
depending on experience, role of regional districts, .
Must be able to handle full including an examination 
audit duties and desk clerk of present and future 
duties, functions and respon- 
WAITER.WAITRESSES, sibilities. 
various openings at various ()FFICE CLERK.':.. 1 2. The structural and 
wages. Should have ex- 
perimce serving of liquor, opening. $600.00 per administrative 
month. Must have 40-45 organization of regional 
w.p.m, invoicing telex districts including in- 
must have cash ex- ternal  and external 
pereince to clear boundar ies ;  the  
machine and take cash relationships between 
counts. " regional districts and 
Provincial, municipal 
,;.:.;.'.'.'.;.'.;.;..;.;.;.'.;.;.-.- and the citizens; and • **  * **  *** , , * **** **  **  , %* 
Provincia l  f inancial  
:.:.:.::::;:::::::;:;:.:.:':.:.%~;:;:;~;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~;~;:;~;:;:;~;:::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::~::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::....~.:.:.:::::: 
• B. us !ness  
Not I,stod, un our 
B,I), Tee Durootor]f. 
~ ) r  TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICAL  CENTRE.  63S.3300 
AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL- 63'-2040 
BOYDS BODY SHOP • 63S.9410 
We're TERRACE OIL  BURNER SERVICES • 63S,422, 
THE HOBBY HUT • 635,9393 
Listed ,,,,,,,v,,swo,,,,o,.,,,.,,= 
Here/o. ,., x<.v..,.o ;,,,,,, Free.  for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY HERALD 
if you wish your Business.Phone 636.6367 
listed for your customers please call" 
:::::5~:;:;:;:;~;~;:;:..~:;:::;:::;:;~;:;:;:;:::;:;~::;~;~:~:~;~:::~:~::;~:::::5:~:::::::::::5:;:::;:;:;:::;:;:;:::;:;:;::5:;:;:;:;~;:.:4;:;:;:;~.~.~.:.:.:.:::~:.:::::::.::;: 
TORONTO. (CP) -- Eiffel Tower in Paris. 
Xavier Daur:esne de ia The festival will continue 
Chevalerie. ~e French throughout ,~pril. 
ambassador to Canada. HE LIVES IN A SHOE 
recently travelled to the RICHMOND. B.C. 
top of the CN Tower to (CP) - -  Meror 
open a festival of French Krayenhoff was deter- 
food. wine. fashions mined to create a 
andnentertainment to houseboat with a dig- 
mark the 89th birthday of ference--and succeeded. 
the shape of a shoe. Thb The plan has been 
shoe-home is 13 metres prepared by Honore 
long and six metres wide Bherer, a retired engl- 
and will eventually " -  clude a sundeck annd theneer'wh°saysthec°Stdome could be f
sauna, recovered over a 25.year 
D O M E D C ! T Y period from s~ivings on 
PROPOSED snow-c learance and 
LONDON. Ont. (CP)--  public heating budgets. 
City •council is being 
WHAT IS 
' SSISTANC  
TO SMALL 
 X,D WHAT CAN 
I T  DOFOR'  J? 
• The "Assistance to Small 
Eriterpfise Program", one of the 
programs contained in the recently- 
signed "C.,anada-Brit~sh,Columbta 
Industrial Development Subsidiary 
Agreement", is designed to en- 
courage and assist in the establish- 
ment, modernize'don, or expansion 
of small industry, by way of interest 
free, forgivable loans. 
If your small enterprise: 1) is 
involved in man(dactufing or pro- 
cessing or related repair and main- 
tenance; 2) is located outside the 
Lower Mainland and Southem 
Vancouver Island areas; 3) has 
annual sales of less than $500,000, 
• you may qualify fo.r this special 
assistance. 
I I I I !  ! 1 1  I l l  ~ 1  I I l l  l l l l l i  I I i l  I I I !  l i l l  I I  l i  I I I I ! I I I  i l l  I I i l  l l i i  I i ~  
To find ouL just mbil this coupon. We'lt send you 
.w,_ Be ,--" ~ your cop~ of the "Assistance to Small Enterprise 
Program" guidelines, Do it today And,let's 
get growing together. 
I.D.S.A. 
C/O Ministry of Economic Development 
~ ~ "  ' ' .... ;(i!;~'. Parliament Buildings 
~ . ~ , ~ : :  ~ctofia. British Columbia V8V 1X4 
.~, ~ .;,~. NAME 
b:,:-' ADDRESS 
L . . . . .  , . .~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ",-- . . . . .  a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J 
( ~  Province of .edt i .  ~lum~ I 1 ~  Rogi°nal ijxpansl°n 
Minisby of Economic Economiquo 
Economic Development Expansion R~gionale 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
(Reduces the frictional wear-and-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few years). 
NEWT, M.T. HOT',PLATES" THE INSIDE8 OF YOUR ENGINE 
WITH A 50.000 MILE PROTECTIVE De Pont 
Tufl0n* COATIW 
WHAT IS TAFT? 
TMT as a suDerconcentrated h qwd for- 
mulatton incorPoratmg Du Pont TEFLON'. 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon on the lunar vehicle engines When 
TMT is added to an. engine crankcase, this 
key ingredient instantly goes to work against 
the No. One Cause of poor gas mileage. 
sluggish performance, high operating tem- 
pera.lures, and mechanical breakdown: froc. 
lionel drag, 
But unless ~,ou're a chemical engineer. 
right now you'l l  more tnterested in what TMT 
does than how =t does *t So here t s. mn a 
nutshell' 
TMT IS FAST t There's nothing complicated 
about using TMT-a  12.year-old kid could do 
it in less than 60seconds and noteven get 
hiahands dlrtyi ". • 
TMT IS PERMANENTS It's an engine treat- 
ment. not an od treatment Just one single 
applicat,on ts all it takes to permanently pro- 
tectyour engine, for as long as you own your 
car I 
TMT IS SAFE! We've put our money where 
our mouth Is oo this . with a $1.000,000 
Product LmbHity Pohcy ,sllued by a nabonally 
famous ~nsurance company! 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE! Effective for any car. 
truck, or other vehocle -whether  tt's th,s 
year's model orone thars 15 years oldf Pro. 
torts and preserves new engines 'tightens 
up" end rejuvenates old ones* 
TMT IS GUARANTEED t Every TMT Treat- 
ment sold (:atrial with it the strongest, most 
Iron-clad Guarantee we coul¢l th ln~(  Of f - -  
• GUARANTEED Setter gas mdeage 
more st ies from every tankful or 
money back ~n full' 
• GUARANTEED Less oil burning long. 
er per=ods'before "toppmg off' or 
money back on full f 
• GUARANTEED Smootherengmeperfor. 
mance lessstalhngandrough ~dhng 
Or money back on fulP 
• GUARANTEED Increased horsepower 
lind h,gher compression more sop and 
acqelerat~on "'or moneyS)ark ~n fulP 
,. • GUARANTEED Longer engine life 
• ~wer repair bills (especially for costly 
ring and piston lobs) or money back ~n 
l u l l  I 
• GUARANTEED All these tmportant  
,, .,.,. money.sawng benehts no matter how 
Z ,~,  long you own your veh.cle 'or money 
' back in lull I 
In view of the many posil,ble savings and 
benefits c~ted above, what do you suppose 
any vehicle owner or operator would gladly 
pay for a one.t~me, permanent treatment of 
TMT'~ $50 00') $'100 00~ MORE'~ 
Well, listen to thts The estabhshed retail 
P;,¢e.of TMT is only $14 9S I That'll r,ght, only 
= 4 v=)-a troy onvestment he COuJd'lo0sslbly 
pay i l ls f back dozens o I Uses over ,n sev- 
ens on gall, oi l  and repair bdls F#ntashc 
*Rea, U.$, Pat. Office for 
Ou P0nt'a fluorcarbon resins. 
FACT The cost  of owning end operating say vehicle--car, bus, tack ,  you 
name I t - -hH gone straight fhrough fhe ¢elllngl The co l t  of gasoline end oil? UPI 
The payments demand ld  by. skil led (add not-so.skil led) mechsnlce? UP! The 
pf lcotags on new care and tacks?  UP! It's positively s ickening--and It's going to get 
woreebefore  It gets any unfur l  . 
EO ALMIUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE [HGINEER R[ilORTS ON T.M.T, TEFLON TREATMENT, 
"The active Chemical Ingredient in "T.M,T." hoe "And once "T M T'* has been added to an on. 
e special affinl~ for metal which causes it to line .-peal.lEvi re~olts can be lien throulh tha 
"plate ~' and adhere to all*exposed friction sut. experienced and i l l  ned ayes of even the moll| 
facol, Polymers attract more put,mere to o micro skilled of aachen ca They will notice a decides 
thickness which means u "controlled" build-up increase In compression reldlnila-whtch Indl. 
occurs around worn surfaces, which accounts for cases that piston and rinlf aeai have improved 
t.he nume.roos ueaer.reports 'of readuced "blow,by" An increase in idle r,p.m.I will also be deataet: 
mcreaeea oomprelllon readings, and reducedul .Ibfo duo ,to the reduced friction after a flail 
conaumptlonl , nunoreao m eea of ' T,M.T, ' "plltlna". 
"And in order to effect a permlnent reeatment, "CONCLUS ON: Not on y It "T M T" eeasv to uH 
you simply add "r.M.r." to the crankcease oil (it should bike 30.seconds I t  tlle'l~ost foi' Iddill;" 
throollh the oil filler hole (so.nay-that even a permanent reetmp.nt)-but •its results can b; 
o child clan do It)-.- preferably•seer the eanllne lien even unoor tee ¢l.tefo eacruUrly' Of eany 
ni l  reached normeal opetotlns tempereature, }he mechanlcf The blair Is that can be expected with 
engine should then he run }or e minimum of "r,M.T," in the onllne-ere ea followlz In. 
thirty minutes In order to male' sure that a creaeeead Gas Mileale,-Incf.eeaeaead H.oriepower-Lesea 
friction eurfeoel are "plated" Only eight ounces 011 Consumption - Less wear on Internal Parle - 
ere required for the savor/lea passenger csr or Reduced [,miss fens-Lower Oporetlns ?empire. 
smaU truck online, . lures - - [ l l l e r  ~otd  Wdl th l r  StarlesS,, 
Neaw that!ou'vl heard free the l l l l ra . , ,  lilies to the ravel el erdllllr/'drlvefl, 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL Wit CAN'T PRINT THIM ? iT 'S 
WHY WE'VE "DL[|PEO" THEM OUT OF THIIE ACTUAL CUSTOMEN LETTERS. :, 
(Once you've put T.M,T, InYoor vehicle, you'll be filling In the figures yourself}, 
Mlltorcy©le Racer 
tilts mote pllwlrf ' 
"As an' enRIneerinl student and 
racer, I was interested In what 
T.M.T would do In e tenth mile 
speed test, 
A aeries of runs from ea standlne 
start showed Sheet our E,T. (Zlapsead 
Time) was reduced by XX o second 
after ?.M.T was added to the fuel 
mix In my 1.25 c,c, Kawaaakl Me. 
toreross racing mot0rcyco. 
As e student of enllneerlnl this 
proved that T.M.T reduced friction 
and ,ncroeased power," 
• 'Nil, -- Rigor 
"Dad Deal" becomes 
dO i,  Good Olal with "T,M.T," 
I vii tried SiS severs, pills new 
• tilters engine treatments, sic. My 
ft end told me about e.product 
that his feather had lust teated for - 
his filet of trucks and I'm lure 
'you luoleed It was T,M.T, 
My mileage has g0no from XX to 
en unbelievably astoundlns XX, My 
feather who Is a car mechanic 
to d me It's Imposslblea but I've 
kept exact records on my last four 
tankfuls and have proven the ,old 
aeylns Sheet even fathers can be 
wron=, Of course he probeably 
wcr*'t admit It until he uses the 
?MT In hie car that I'm Ilvlnl him 
eel 8 present," -- R.W, 
Auto Mlchlnla 
rla0mmlndl "T,M.T" ' 
"l am in Auto Meohlnlo and I 
drive a '67 .Caddy~ end It wee us. 
Inn e lot ,of eel In the city end 
on the n in*eye, I was illttifl I 14 
el/as to the gallon but now Ill 
I've boon ualne "T:M T" - ~b n~ 
XX lnllona In tile citv-ear~d']i~l".~r. 
lena on !he.hlehweag, eao-ik;;; 
you ¢eome ~ave a loud-Product 
and /will recommend it," 
Mr. C.T,I, 
• F ILL  OUT AND MAIL NO.R ISK  COUPON-TODAY!  d 
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER. DUE.TO OVERWHELMING DEMANI). (FIRST COME, IIRST SERVE), 
Enclosed is [ ]  cheque or r - I  money order 
I"1 one at S14.95 f"l two at $26.95 
Name: " ii 
Address' 
Prey,: . P,C. i CiW: 
. FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS i 
P.O. Box 550, Star.on J; Calgary, Alberta, T2A 4X8 
i 
i I 
' : -  . . . . . .  , -  . , ; . . . .  , ,  r : .  • t~  r t t t l l~  ~s'/~ t t~ 
NWCC News. 
Thousands take College Courses. 
Did you•know that the College is reaching ap-,  
proximately 10 per cent of the adult population in the 
College Region? In 1977, 4313 students took advantage 
of full-time, part-time and mobile programs offered 
by the College. Courses have been offered in prac- 
tically every community with a population greater 
than 500. 
Breakdown 
By program 
Vocational-full-time, mobile welding, hydraulics, 
ets, .1132 
Academic-technical (full:time and part-time) 291 
Community Education and Part-time Vocational 2053 
Total for College Region 433 
B ~ y Area 
Terrace 1864 
Queen Charlotte Islands 218 
Prince Rupert 488 
Kitim~t 432 
Hazelton 246 
Smithers 770 
Other 295 
Total 4313 
MedicaI-Steno Course 
,Some years ago it became apparent that there was a 
.real need in this area for a Medical Stenographer's 
Course. 
After extensive interviews with local doctors and 
other professionals in the medical field, all of whom 
gave invaluable help, the course was put together. 
We attempted toset up the course in such a way that 
on completion the student would have: a knowledge of 
medical office practices; a basic knowlege of the 
anatomy of the human, body; a good working 
knowledge of the terminology used in the field of 
medicine; a knowledge of how to use reference books 
such as the Compendium of Pharmaceuticals and 
Specialties, Schedule of Minimum Fee, etc., as well as 
having the .ability to type accurately and quickly. 
A library of tapes has been built up. These tapes 
were dictated for us by local doctors and over the 
three books which deal primarily with terminology. 
Tests for various ections of the course have also been 
dictated for us by local professionals. 
Th;s course is offered at the Terrace Campus; but is 
is also new being offered on a trial basis off campus at 
Hazelton and Smithers. It is an intensive five-month 
course; so the students who compete have had to put 
in a great deal time and effort. Feed-bee, however, 
has been most gratifying: 
The first graduate has written: "I would say that the 
course I took at BCVS-Terrace, gave an excellent 
introduction to the clerical aspect of the medical field; 
and it has proved invaluable tome. I am now taking a 
night school course in Lethbridge for a Medical 
Records Assistant-- and all it has proved to be is a 
review of everything I studied at BCVS." 
Another student who is working in a small hospital 
in Central British Columbia writes - -  "After only six 
months I have been put in charge of the Medical 
Records Department - - Thanks." 
"Feed-back from employers is equally gratifying. 
Two students were employed by the local hospital 
within the last month, the medical Records Librarian 
says -- "Ti~y are both going well, and Iam so pleased 
with the qqality of their work." 
FILM EV~NI-NGS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .  ....... ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  - "  ....... 
Two highly, rated films will be touring the Region 
this month. They are "Investigation of a Citizen 
Above Suspicion" and "Z". Call the nearest CES office 
for time and place. Admission is $1.50 or $1.00 for 
students. 
DATELINE 
April.14-16, Challenges for Northern Women. A three 
day conferet~ce inTerrace organized by the Women's 
Studies Advisory Committee. There will be workshops 
on Women and the Law, Country Woman's Self- 
sufficiency, native Women's concerns, The Battered 
Woman, and more. Starts 7:00 p.m. Friday evening. 
Registration $2.00 with free day-care available at all 
times. Phone 035-5246 for further information. 
April 17,18, 19, 7:00 p.m. Don Ryan will speak on the 
topic "the Department -- How does it Operte?" As 
part of the Aboriginal StudiesProgram, Mr. Ryan will 
relate his experiences as an employee of the Depart- 
ment of Indian Affairs and how the department has 
responded to the needs of native people. 
April 18, Terrace, Room 206, Admin. Bldg. 
April 19, Hazelton, Hagwilget Band Office. 
April 17-19, University Liaison Team. Represen- 
tatives from the three B.C. Universities, B.CIT and 
Northwest Community College will be visiting high 
schools in the eastern part of the College region. 
Adults interested in meeting with these represen- 
tatives are very welcome and encouraged to call the 
local school to determine when it would be best to 
attend. 
April 17, Hazelton, April, 18 Smither.~, April 19- 
Houston. 
f 
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BCR Ft. Nelson 
line threatened 
VICTORIA tCP) -- 
Opposition, forest in- 
dustry and municipal 
spokesmen urged the 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
government Wednesday 
to reject a recom- 
mendation to close the 
B.C. .Rai lway's  debt- 
ridden $190 million Fort 
Nelson extension. 
The pleas came after 
the recommendation was 
made in an interim report 
by the royal commission 
examining the affairs of 
the BCR which was ta- 
bled in the legislature. 
The commission found 
that termination of the 
400-kilometre line bet- 
ween Fort St. John and 
Fort Nelson, completed 
in 1971, would save B.C. 
taxpayers between $60 
million and $70 million 
during the next five 
years. 
The report, submKted 
to the government Dec. 
30, recommended that the 
extension be eliminated 
as soon as possible and no 
later than this spring 
when substantial repair 
work would be required. 
" I t ' s  a terrible 
recommendation," 
Opposition leader Dave 
Barrett said. "It is totally 
damaging to the rational 
development of the 
northeast sector of this 
province." 
SEEKS EXPLANATION 
He said that Economic 
Development Minister 
Don Phillips, a BCR 
director, owes a "public 
e£planation why he has 
made no statement, and 
why the government has 
left the area with no word 
a,t all that the reeom- 
• mendations were as 
disastrous as this." 
?This province cannot 
tolerate the thought hat 
that most important 
transportation li k to the 
northeast sector of this 
rovince is under any 
reat of closure." 
Barrett, a formernBCR 
president, said it was 
¢ntolerable that the 
government had not 
made a decision after 
in forming,  the com- 
mission that it had only 
three weeks to make' its 
recommendations. 
The commission was 
wessed into filing a 
separate report on the 
Fort Nelson extension by 
Dec. 31 because of BCR 
plans to upgrade the line 
which would have 
required an early calling 
of tenders so the work 
could be done during the 
summei'. If it hadnto wait 
another year, $4 million 
would have been added to 
the projected cost of $35 
million. 
DECISION NEEDED 
Barrett said it is ob- 
vious that a political 
decision will have to be 
made--putting an end to 
"the fraudulent nonsense 
that there is a separatiofi 
of Crown corporations 
and government that the 
premier has attempted to
sell." 
Phillips said the report 
will be presented to the 
BCR board of directors, 
and that the government 
would study the report. 
He said it was im- 
possible to give the report 
to the BCR until it had 
been tabled in the legisla- 
ture, and refused to say 
why the government had 
not tabled it until 
required to do so by law. 
. The minister said it 
was too late to shut down 
the extension this 
spring--because of short 
notice--and that it "will 
remain running until 
some further decisions 
are made, and those fur- 
ther decisions will be 
made as soon as the 
report has further 
study." n 
Phillips said that the 
final decision will be 
made by the government, 
and refused further 
comment. 
Jim Rustad of Prince 
George, chairman of the 
northern interior sector 
IGtimat Barrett Banquet sold out 
K i t i m a t N e w leave their name and Kingfisher Avenue in 
Democrat i c  Par ty  telephone number with Kitimat. Altenchng the 
Pres ident .  Jenn i fer  Rob Goffinet, 632-7039 in caucus along will] Dave 
Davies said today. "The case some are returned." Barrett will be Charles 
tickets for the Banquet "This is going to be a I~mber. Emery Barnes. 
being held in honour of very busy week-end. "• Dennis Cocke. Graham 
Dave Barrett on April 22 continued Ms. Davies. Lea and Barbara 
are almost sold out. We ."The NDP Caucus is Wallace, The idea of 
expected to do it but not meeting with the public these travelling Caucus 
so ear ly ! '  Names of all day Saturday. bv meetings was started 
persons tillinterested in invitation, at " the when the NDP were the 
obtaining tickets should Municipal Offices on Government in B.C.. they 
Kitimat theatre "scatt ered" 
by Scott Browes 
A 700 seat theatre is 
still in the "concept and 
f inance" stages o( 
planning, according to 
K i t imat  Mun ic ipa l  
Manager Ben deKiience 
who is in direct contact 
with any progress onthe 
proposal in Kitimat. 
"We are exploring the 
possibilities of provincial 
funding and attempting 
to be sure all is in order 
before proceeding with 
the project," says 
deKiiene. 
The cost of a 500 to 700 
seat theatre was 
estimated at 1.5 milliofi 
~yr deKliene. Secretary- 
easurer of Terrace 
.School District No. 80 
Brian. Graydon says a 
$400,000 Provincial grant 
is available fo r  the 
financing of the theatre. 
deKliene xplained that 
if a referendum was 
needed for the theatre 
proposal it would 
probably be held in the 
fall. 
Board. wl~o recewed and 
agreed  through 
resolution with council's 
decision. 
Architects 'Collins and 
Brockington of Van- 
couver have recently 
viewed the Mount 
Elizabeth Secondary 
School site and approved 
the site for theatre use. 
Graydon explained the 
high school was built with 
the intention of having a 
theatre attached. "The 
wiring, heating, and 
facilities in the foyer of 
the high school are ready 
for a theatre," says 
11 I tl 
IOtI'LL 
l.llLt 11! ' 
Gravdon. 
Tl~e use of the high 
school wo'uld save the 
taxpayers about $100,000. 
as estimated by. deKliene. 
Another sawng would 
be $80.000 .if the proposed 
music room for MESS 
was not built. The monies 
would be used for the 
theatre, according to 
Graydon. 
If the theatre proposal 
doesn't go through the 
music room will be built. 
assured Graydon. "The 
music room has not'be~n 
killed by the School 
Board, merely shelves." 
travelled to many points 
in the Province to enable 
the public to meel with 
them II worked so well 
that the present 
Governmen{ is con- 
tinuing this pracice." 
"Sunday m6rning." 
says Ms..Davies, "The 
provincial Constituency 
of Skeenna is holding its 
Annual Meeting al the 
Chalet. Some of the 
MLA's w~ll stay over Ior 
this meeting and Yvonne 
• Cocke. NDP Provincial 
Secretary will be the 
guest speaker. One 
person not previously 
mentioned, is Jim Fulto|l. 
Federal Skeena Can- 
didate. Mr. Fulton will 
also be speaking to those 
attending the Banquet on 
Saturday and attend the 
Sunda~ Meeting. Persons 
wishing to contact him 
should phone me at 632- 
6385 and I will arrange a 
.time convenient o both 
par t ies . "  concluded 
Ms. Davies."It will be an 
extremely busy and in- 
teresting week-end in 
view of the political tone 
of the moment." 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE  
of the Council of Forest 
Industries, said his group 
has always viewed .the 
BCR as a road to The project was 
resources. •initiated by the Kitimat 
Arts Council and must 
JOBS ABANDONED ha~,e the School Board Dealer Licence Number 02013A 
developmental portions 
should be looked at in a 
"We feel that the and Municipal Council, 
.. ons  a pro, ,   ,o,e,oin, 
;  l any further. The City• 
different light than the Council in other words 
developed portions. We the municipal council, 
feel that there is no viable has already sent a letter 
alternative mode of of recognition for the 
the theatre and is a number transportation to 
rai lroad in the  Fort 
Nelson area, and that 
abandonment of the line 
means abandonent of 
jobf, of mills and vir- 
tually whole com- 
munitiesJ' 
The commiss ion  
recommended that the 
government  pi'ovide 
financial .aid to the vil- 
lage of Fort Nelson to 
offset the loss of the rail 
line, and suggested that 
goods be shipped by 
alternative methods, 
such as trucks, "although 
extra cost will be in. 
volved for most ship- 
pers." 
Kitimat saves 
8600,000 
"~::~ ~,  ~ Custom combine Built l ight to 
' ~ 1  weight with 
max. hull 
• " strength 
MEROHRY 
YAMAHA . . . . . . . . .  
OANAVENTURE " '  . . . . . .  " 
the basic levy - -  the point 
at which the School Board 
shares finances with the 
provincial government," 
says Graydon. 
The Municipal Board of 
Revision dropped the 
assessment of one mill in 
Kitimat from $46,000 to 
$140,000 This was done 
via a drop in the town 
assessment from 146 
million to 140 million. 
Graydon' says the 
$600,000 saved will be 
used ' for "general 
upgrading" within the 
district. 
He added that Kitimat 
is one of the few School 
Districts that pays all of 
the cost of education in 
the district. 
00LMAR 
(chain saws) 
4946 Greig 635-5929 
one priority of the School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CANUCK 
A CANADIAN COMPANY 
TRUCK 
RENTAL 
Crew Cabs, 3A Tons, 
V2 Tons, .Suburbans, 
Jimmies, Conventional 
and 4x4,s. 
For rental information 
contact Terraoe Agent: 
Jim McEwan 
by Scott Browes 
Taxpayers in Kitimat 
have been saved from 
paying $600,000 in School 
Board equal izat ion 
payments to  the 
provincial government; 
says secretary treasurer 
of Kitimat School District 
No. 80 Brian Graydon. 
The new provincial 
government  budget 
changed the mill rate 
basic levy in the province 
and according to 
'Graydon saved a lot of 
local monies by doing so. 
The original proposed 
mill rate for each district 
in the province was 42.5. 
"This year 's  budget  
lowers this to 39.75 and 
subsequently decreased 
Sohool Distriot •No. 88 
(Terrace) 
announces Kindergarten Registration Day will be on 
Wednesday, April 19, 1W8 for children living in 
Terrace, Thornhill, Kitwa~ga and the Hazelton area. 
it is important that children register at this time to 
assist with planning for September. 
, • . 
Kindergarten children registering must be five years 
old by De~ember 31o 1978. Birth certificates are 
required. 
All Kindergarten children living'west of Munroe Street 
in Terrace should register at Parkside School. All 
other Kindergarten children should register at the 
primary school nearest heir home. 
The times for Kindergarten Registration are: 
9:00a.rn..noon; h00 p.m.-2:30 p.m. 
on Wednesday, April 19, 1978. 
Transportation Assistance may be applied for by 
parents of Kindergarten students living outside the 21/2 
mile walk limit established by the. Department of 
Education, and travelling one way by ~chool bus 
Telephone 636-4941 
Dealer Lioenoe Number 1492A Terrace, B.C. 
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EDITORIAL IVho Speaks For Kitimat? 
Dunrae was a "dying" village. It had no "life" 
at all. Its two churches were evidence of diverse 
cultures and languages. One was closing for lack 
of membership. The other served by a visiting 
priest, yet all were within a combined istance of 
less than 20 miles. 
Although those three villages were merely 
microcosms of urban living, I have found.much 
the same in other regions where I have lived -- 
and Northwestern B.C. seems .no exception. One 
might hesitate to draw comparisons for fear of 
offending the inhabitants. Editors -- however 
much they might need to "serve" a newspaper, 
are als0 supposed to be "fearless' and forthright 
and not be  afraid to speak up when others 
h'emble in silence! 
In the immediate days ahead, I shall be 
probing to find what makes the various com- 
mtmities in our readership "tick". Here are a 
few "f'rinstances" of what I have already found 
out from inquiries, a few visits, staff and 
correspondence:-- 
Without a doubt, Thornhill residents do have. 
"dog problems". Readers have phoned, written 
and called in pxson ~ to express their concern 
about dogs being abused, dogs roaming in packs 
shopped in the nearest city -- Brandon - -  about and just plain "dogs, dogs, dogs" in the Thornhill 
30 miles away. The smaller community of community. I almost expect, when I dial a 
Margaret was settled mostly by descendants of Tho.rnhill number, to be greeted by either a bark, 
Minto-ites. It was alive with young families and a Woof! or a whinny -- for Thornhill is also a 
small children. The wood-frame church was horse loving, horse breeding and horse riding 
packed with worshippers ever Sunday who town. 
brought their habies with them. Singing was Thornhill hfis comn~unity development 
loud, sometimes off-key --  but exceedingly problems. I am told its boundaries are almost 
spirited. Teachers loved it at  Margaret -- bul unlimited; its volunteer fire department ex- 
never stayed at Minto. ceedingly enthusiastic, and its school teachers 
As our present readers already know, and 
potential readers may soon be aware, the Daily 
Herald is making a serious attempt to serve 
~'ifteen thousand persons, living in the two 
communities of Kitimat-Kitamaat with a daily 
newspaper. In order to be properly served, those 
commumties "will need to make their needs as 
well as their voices, known. Every community 
develops a characer -- a flavour and a per- 
' sonality -- of its own. 
In one tiny village where .I once lived in 
southern Manitoba, named Minto, the population 
was roughly 500. Minto lias a sister community 
named Margaret, that was even smaller. A third 
village-smaller still- and adjacent to the other 
two, was named Dunrae. The difference among 
the three 'hamlets' had to be seen to be 
believed. 
Minto was an ultra-conservative community, 
consisting of original settlers. Houses were fairly 
large, solid, well kept. No one went to the local 
church. The few roads were full of potholes 
almost large enough to lose a car in. 
Community life and community spirit was 
almost nil Most of the retired farmers who made 
up the place spent winters in Florida, and 
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DISCOUNTS SWEETEN HIKE 
ICBC raises rates by 6 per cent 
• d,.=~i~ ICBC drops rates for most . t  u.- ' '---~ I'.M 
. =~ :=.-_. . . .  _- -._-,_._..._..._--..-_-~.~.-:=.~:'!~!!'~ , . .; . . , :_ 
. . . . .  ~ 3 
Fox accuse8 law unfon 
of preJudQIng RCMP probe 
• .-.".~?~'.-=. ~- .  ~ .  
~-~:~:~--.'~ ~!~i .  " ~, 
~.-.~.--._. %--~--..~.::" : . ....: . 
--.~..-:Z:~'---~ ~.~.,.-~.==..'...: 
Deflation 
.• Do we ever hear of any 
prices -- of any product 
- -  going DOWN? Almost 
never. 
. .Remember a couple of 
years back when the 
price of sugar went up 
from around 15 tents a 
pound to 60 cents within a 
few months? So... the 
price of all soft drinks 
shot madly  skyward:  
cokes, pepsis, the whole 
bit. Chocolate bars and 
candies likewise upped 
their prices 20 per cent 
at a jump - -  so did 
chewing gum, canned 
fruit~ -- everything that 
used sugar. Then, after 
the sugar .magnates had 
apparentlyi reaped their 
zillions in" profits, the 
price of sugar dropped, 
and dropped, and 
dropped again -- almost 
(but not quite) back t¢ 
where it had been. 
• .Did the prices of soft 
drinks - -  those cokes and 
pepsis (the cola drinh 
manufacturcm are the 
major users of sugar i~ 
the western world) -- 
those chewing gums, 
chocolate bars, canned 
fruits in sugar syrup drop 
too? Not o'n your life! 
But. why  not? Their 
costs must have gone 
down, equally. With all 
the consumers as: 
sociations we have in 
Canada, -- the mosl 
interesting and i~/. 
telligent CBC programs 
like "Marketplace" - -  ne 
one, it seems, was able to 
monitor the companies --  
or prosecute them - -  for 
shameless ly  caus ing 
Inflation. 
full of originality anal energy. It is also quite an 
agricultural, outdoors loving community of 
small garden plots, barnnyard livestock, back- 
packers and skiiers and nature lovers• 
Terrace, my four months residence is teaching 
me, is a "city in the making". Its inhabitants are 
still not quite sure what they intend to do with 
their c i ty  which is developing rapidly right 
before their eyes. The town is half on a plateau-- 
half on a mountainside. If there were three 
"halves" in a whole, the other "half" would be 
on a riverside. Terrace surely must he one of the 
few communities its size in the world with a 
conical slash-burner right in the middle of town. 
Far from being clothes conscious. Terrace 
seems to pride itself for being a pioneer, 
cowboy-type city with a country village, Wild 
• West heart. Despite its rough-desmond ap- 
proach, Terrace manages to attract wo widely 
known (one world famous) ballet troupes within 
months of each other, and has an enviable core of 
culture (though it would feel ashamed to admit 
it). Nest to horses and other animals Terrace 
probably loves sports the most. 
And Kitimat What about it? Aluminum City? 
Pulptown? Oil Port protesters? Labour City? 
Our Lady of the Snowfall? Multi-culture 
Metropolis?. City Of miracle medical (and ec- 
centric) wonder-workers? City of the Long 
channel and world-famed for its sports fishing? 
Which is the true Kitimat - -  or is there another 
behind and underneath all these? We hope our 
readers there will give us the REAL picture, let 
us know the real low down on life, love and 
leisure within the "snowball in the forests" that 
is spelled Kitimat. 
And last -- but who is to say the least? - 
Kitamaat Village. Its identity obscured first by 
the loss of its name to,a city across the channel, 
secondly by the hustle and bustle of industrial 
development and an influx of "outsiders" 
usurping its lands and forests and waters and 
skies, Kitamaat people have learned the fine art 
of survival. More than that, they have found 
their voice, and using it have learned to plan. 
That plan appears to be taking shape in a multi- 
stage program of development. The first stage of 
that development being an amazing Recreation 
Center. 
Allhough it might appear laughable when first 
said. surprfsingly', the futures of bolh "Kits" may 
well be dependent upon each other. V~hercas no 
one would be surprised at the ~ta~'ment that the 
indu~:trial opportunif.ics of Kill;nat can and 
have been of economic help to the Native 
villagers, I wonder how many have ever con- 
sidered that that motley, multi-national mull,- 
lingual polygot community of Kitimat with its 
planned streets, store-bought homes, qnd 
computerized growth has anything at all to learn 
and to benefit by, from the Native villagers? " 
Yet, when workers at the mill and the "plant" 
et their union-fought holiday troy and time --  
ow do many of them spend it? Many,. I un- 
derstand, take their tents, their boats, their 
camping equipment, heir fishing rods and their 
rifles -- and head out for their favourite spot in 
the country. Why? to live "Nature's way"; to get 
out in the sunshine, away from "civilization"; 
away from the office, from the pots, from the 
noises of the city, the machinery, the pollution. 
In other words -- to live the Indian way? 
Letters to the Editor: 
Editor, Terrace Daffy teachers; then for a while training! It's enough to erutelty, ltinvolved farm 
Herald; we went through a period break your heart, farm animals, they were 
If it was not such a of reasonable stability. I agree that as we as in mud to their knees, and 
deadly serious matter, Teachers stayed here, taxpayers deserve an in very cramped con- 
Richard Jackson's attack built homes and con- explanation from our tainers andwere not 
on Public Federal Em- tributed to community School Board as to why being fed! I with some 
ployees would be almost life. That type of at- these dollars are being help of other officials 
amusing. I am referring mosphere attracts good spent to recruit teachers went to the place and 
to Jackson's column in teachers and creates from the south who take found all the complaints 
which he refers to Bill C- good schools, jobs that could mean were true. BUT upon 
28 as merely a However, the last two advancement for our asking for legal advise 
were told their was not mechanism to 'gently' years has seen a drastic established teachers and 
restrict strikes in the change in the situation, jobs that could mean much we could do 
Public Sector. It is There is great anxiety employment for our local because there was 
evident hat he has either and unrest among the young people, evidence of some good on 
not read the provisions of teachers of this dish'ict.. Angry Citizen. the premises and the mud 
the Act or has would eventually dry up! Why( We are seeing the - 
deliberately chosen to work of many years Editor, Terrace Daily Now you tell me how 
disregard everything destroyed before our very Herald; • justice and the S.P.C.A. 
except the right to strike eyes. What makes the On your article fo could help these animals. 
limitations. SchoolDistrict ~ink ~ey cruel~ty! I would like. to They caF~t! As ~[~r as I'm 
C-2S also continues canattrad~good.teacl~rs fill ~tt,.~i~ dn~l~t~of~ bne~e ~ni!g-way 
wage controls for public to.. a : di'btHc't:' ~h.'ti% .history" of the S.P.C.A.~ out Dis 'to have people 
servants ,  ~. a l lows  estan'l is'n'e'u,'",~'tY. ~'l~ere was"afi.SPCA-'in educated-better towards 
management to re- c o m p ! i s h e d a n d Terrace BUT the city felt animals, have a mdeical 
classify employees at respected teachers fear it was costing the tax plan .where by animals 
.will, permits temporary for their jobs? payers too much'so, could get spayed or 
layoffs in sections of the , In regard to the hiring when their contract was nutered cheaper, and all 
Government who are not of local students retur- "almost" up in 1975 or so animals must be 
directly ifivolved in a ning home to work, as they found a private registered andlicenced. I 
dispute, and extends the . someone close to one of contract to do animal know this is probably not 
right of management o these students, I can only Control! But just before the answer but there has 
deny Union protection to say that I hang my head the S.P.C.A. called a to be a way! 
many thousands  iu shame at the trea|ment meeting so that To finish Terrace, you 
presently protected by a she has received at the the Terrace people could got what you wanted. You 
Collective Agreement. hands of this school be informed and wanted Animal Control 
This Legislation is a district. What kind of hopefully give the SPCA and you deserve better 
wide-ranging attack on community scorns their their support -- no one but where were you when 
employees of the public young people who come showed up -- they called the S.P.C.A. called! They 
sector; it destroys hard home to work? And what another meeting a week were always around 
won rights that are en- of the parents who have or so later -- same when you needed them or 
joyed by those in private lived here for years results! Not one Terrace they tried to be! 
==:~..;.== =._.~, . . . . . .  industry. In short, it is a raised their families person showed up to "S.P.C.A.Supporter" 
~-~=',=='--:~ ..... - :.-..,.~.-== ... ........ ~ .  ~.::.- vicious anti-worker here, contributed to the support the S.P.C.A. 
~:~",.~_~ ~..'~:...-~'/~ ' .:~.:::.. document, community, paid their WHY! The S.P.C.A. used TODAY IN HISTORY 
.... . . . . . .  .--" ........ It can be expected that taxes and sent 'their to sponsor adog show for By THE CANADIAN 
. . . . .  -="=:~':~ - '~ '~ ' : :  ::-'~':- the liberals will use children off to university the children and #heir PRESS 
...... similarmis-statements to at great expense, only to dogs in which 'the town's The great San Fran- 
Jackson's in the coming have them return and people donated prizes! It cisco earthquake brought 
election in an attempt to stand by while job after was a glorious event held terror to alarge area of 
make Federal employees job goes to Vancouver at Woolworth's Parking California 72 years ago 
scapegoats for their' and Victoria students. Iot~ but not any of these today--in 1906. A total of 
fiscal mismanagement, What is School District people showed up either. 452 persons were killed as Brit " -e-s Itcan only behoped that No, 88 trying to tell us? Its funny liow everyone the San Andreas Fault 
the public will fully un- That students who spent blames the S.P.C.A. for broke for a distanoe of 270 
derstand this issue and its all their school years in the condition of Terrace miles. In San Francisco 
-- ramifications, before 
....................................... the Terrace schbol and there is no S.P.C.A. itself, the cost of quake 
Open all government files to the pubic, press council urges CATERP.ILLARS marking their ballots, system are dot as well here thanks to the people damage and fires that 
--.._...~:,:=_=.._~==:.:=~_.==,,,= . . . . . . . . . . .  = . . . . . . . . .  YoursTruly, educated and therefore of .Terrace! How can followed was put at more 
:--_-.---.c~-.-:==: ..~:-=..=.--..~=:- -.--" ~ . . . .  . y.~..-.= - MARCH ON Paul Johnston not as qualified to teach these people complain than $60 million. """-= :" "-"'-" ~=-" : '~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :-- --'--~ ~ =-" PALMA, Majorca (CP) :~,~-'-.': -,.-=-~= =,' :-.,.-~..:: --~.~ =.:,.~-.:~ . -== :.=.~= -..~:--_-- ~-~'=-..-/,-'. Organlser-LAC in this schOol district as when they are the ones - -  Marksmen have been 111s--Paul Revere 
~..:  .... .=:.:.::.:........:.....:,.,~.~..~._.=.~=..~..:..==:.=:._...:_...~ those educated in Vic- whb[ettl~em¢lown!Alsol made his ride from 
issued with one million Editor, Terrace Daily toria? agree with you on Charleston to Lexington 
-'~-'-=- =:..--==:..-.:~..= =~...~=.~..v.~.=-=.-.~. . . . .  =r-=~.,~,.~ .. . shotgun shells to fire at Herald; :What can you say to cruelty! to announce the approach 
' football-sized nests of I would like to give my a young eager Terrace It will never change of British troops. 
caterpillars which are support and thanks to the citizenwho isavailable to and there is not too mucn 1941--Twenty eight 
eating their way through two people who were the work'and is told that a job anyone can do about it! prisoners escaped from a 
the. pine woods of this first to voice their con, that is open is being held Even the S.P.C.A. have to Nor thern  Ontar io  island. The invasion 
cern about the present for a month for aVictoria ge by the law and can not prisoner-of.war camp, 
began fou/years ago and attitude of School District Rudent and another job trespassl They try but, 194Z--The U.S. bombed 
N~-~ I~ ' l [ [ I  ~ insecticidesdespitetlieuse°ft°ns°fthe lagu  No. 88 towards taff and that wlll be available in there hands are more or Tokyo, • has grown steadily ' September is being held 
for her Victoria husband worse. 
hiring, less tied! In one case that 1949--Eire became the 
There was a time in I attended as an era- Republic of Ireland, 
TORONTO (CP) -- Terrace when we had who has not yet corn- ployee of the S.P,C.A. 19r~e-Albert Einstein, 
i f f iculty keeping pleted his teacher there was acomplaint of scientist, died. Broadchster Shirlee SEE HOW THEY ]RAN 
Gordon has taken up a ST'PAUL,Minn' ( C P ) ~ t ~ w a  O f f b e a t  new appointment as an -- All efforts to curb a 
investigative r porter for. mice population ex- 
Radio Station CRTR in plosion .here have so 
Toronto. Last year Ms. failed. The last ex- by RichardJackson 
Gordon won Western pertinent was to lay down Ottawa --  You're going to love this. 
Canada's Community poison,, but Ray 
Leadership Award for Prochaska, chief pest The mail. 
REPORTERS sD;o~;aBrV~lser~lt(iTertr.~ll~aTmh:ar~)hlll) er expose of violence control officer, said the 
iii ' • " '  and infractions of civil mice "gobbled up the 
liberties in Alberta's poison and grew fatter" 
i 
Not yours. 
Theirs. 
You're not getting it? Or it's coming in late. Or The rub is you pay for yours. ' 
perhaps it's going astray, Twice over, 
Anyway, as ~ve've all known for a long time The first time to cover the cost of ever. 
Publlshedevaryweekdayat 3212 galum St,, Terrace, remand centres. MORE POL ICE  now, you can't count on the Post Office for much increasing postal rates, 
B,C, A member ofVarified Circulation, Authorized as NEE .IJt~D more than aggravation. , And agairi in your taxes to pay the always 
s~:ondclass mall. ReOlstratlon umber 1201, Postage T R E E S A R E PARIS (CP) -  French And have your friendly neighborhood higher deficit-- currentl~ $646.8 million--of the 
paid In.cash, return postage guaranteed. GROANING police forces plan to Honorable Members of Parliament been doing Post Office, ~: 
NOTE OF COPYRIGHT BAGHDAD" (CP) -- recruit 10,000 more men anything about it, beyond filing thg oddtoken So you .pay for yours, but the Honorable 
and long since routine complaint? Members get theirs freei The date trees of Iraq are in the next five years. A 
groaning with fruit, and government report says You can bet your federal election vote they And who's going to get the guaranteed mail The J-leraldretalns full, complete and sole copyright the agriculture de. the additional manpower 
have. service? Inany advertllement producedand.or any editorial or partment says f~rmers is needed to combat a 
photographlCReprodUction Is ° tentnot permlttedPUblishedwithoutln thetheHerald.wrltten expect to harvest a total Hsing crime wave and They've been putting pressure on the new You? 
permission of the Publisher. of more than 500,000 tons increasing violence in the .Postmaster General Gilles Lamontagns:to make Don't be silly, 
this ' year, s t r e e t s . ,  sure ,  and damn sure -- the mail's delivered. You'll still get the same:lousy ser,lce, 
t 
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Caledonia Players present 
three weekend plays 
For the second time 
this season, Caledonia 
Players ,78 are involved 
in producing an evening 
of theatre to be presented 
April 19 and 20, with 
curtain at 8 p.m. 
Caledonia Players will 
be following their suc- 
cessful musical "Doctor, 
Doctor" with the 
presentation of three 
~. ays at the Terrace 
tile Theatre. The plays 
are entitled, "The Effects 
of Gamma Rays on 
Kermode Theatre '78, the 
B,C, High School Drama 
Festival scheduled for 
Terrace May 17-20 at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. The 
Fringe Festival consists 
of student productions ot 
up for adjudication-- just 
performing for the ir own 
enjoyment and the en- 
joyment of the audience. 
All performances of the 
Fringe Festival take 
place in the Terrace 
• Little Theatre during the 
day. Though seating is 
limited the public is in- 
vited to attend these 
productions of light, 
Rays on Man-in-the Moon 
Marigolds" is a two act 
play by Paul Zindel that 
enjoyed great success in 
its original off-Broadway 
production i which Sada 
Thompson was featured. 
This play is the 
powerful and moving 
study on an embittered 
widow, her two daughters 
and the wedow's effect on 
her daughters. Holly 
Champoux, Janet Ziobro, 
lrena ShultZ, Dabble 
Foote and Jean Wregitt 
This play is a comedy 
about wo workers on the 
tower of Babel - ac- 
tually one worker and one 
smoker. " 
The play was originally 
performed by Troupe of 
Vancouver. in Api~il of 
1972, with its author as 
the worker and 
Alexander Diakun as the 
smoker..Lore Rudd and 
Denise Brochu star in this 
Caledonia Player's in- 
terpretation. 
"The Sandbox" by Man' in-the -Moon star. 
Marigolds, "Babel Rap" Edward Albee is a 
and "The Sandbox". "Babel Rap" is a one surrealistic comedy 
"The Efficts of Gamma act play by Jou Lazarus. about death. Throughout 
F f l ~ . t "  "~ '~"  fo  theplaya ~/oung manis _rm e, _ sj r " seea exere ,s ingwld lea  
"~*~' i  ..... ,:< ,.-~- . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  couple bringthewoman's :Kerm0de Theatre '78 mother tothe beach and • sit waiting for her death. 
Seven entries have science fiction ex- Aflutist plays 
been accepted for the periment with light, throughout the play and 
Fringe Festival Aspect of sound, and movement, adds a delightful at- 
Houston Secondary ,mesphere. Featured in 
School will stage the mis play are Cathy Hart, 
Anton Chekov play "The Julia Skarra, . Roy 
Boor". Thisis thestory of Supernault and Line 
a widow and her aging 
experimental theatre at 
$1.00 per session. 
ThQ Fringe Festival is 
only / a small • part of 
Kermode Theatre '78. 
Among the other festival 
events are the Vancouver 
Playhouse production of 
"Loot" an uvside down 
comedy, to "be staged 
Wednesday May 17. 
Award Winning student 
plays from all around the_ 
province will., be staged 
nightly in the 
"Showcase" at the 
R.E.M.Lee Theatre, May 
18, 19, 20 at 8 p.m. lan 
Booth will do a 
monologue by Mark 
Twain, and Santo Arvello 
will do mime work in 
productions to be staged 
in Clarence Michael and 
Veritas Schools May 18-19 
at 3:20 p.m. 
The, Fringe Festival 
entries that have been 
accepted are '  generally 
comic pieces lasting 
• about 30 minutes. 
'lZrom Selkirk Secon- 
dai'y .~chool in Kimberly 
comes the • play 
"Crossroads". Conflict of 
intere0ts and th~ difficult 
decisions of yout~ are the 
themes of a collage' of 
short scenes from several 
well known plays. This' 
haw hour production 
makes use  of music, 
movement, and' mime 
and ranges in style from 
farce to tense drama. 
"Twenty-one Twelve" 
(2112) is the Fringe entry 
from Smithers. This is an 
original production 
adapted from the record 
"Rush". It consists of a 
servant who are con- 
fronted by Smirnov, an 
army officer, who has 
come to collect a debt. 
During the ensuing . 
argument Smirnov in- 
suits the widow and 
causes the servant to 
have a heart attack. In 
retaliation the widow 
demands a duel. Smirnov 
then ~;ealizesshe quite a 
woman and falls m love 
with her a truly 
hilarious play ! 
Musical sketches on 
"You're a Good Man 
Charlie Brown" will 
performed by the Prince 
Rupert Secondary 
School. , 
A hilarious play, 
"Chester, You Owe My 
Bird an Apolugy."will be 
done by Claremont 
Secondary School in 
Victoria. This is a comic 
play with a serious 
theme, about a 60 year 
old bachelor who is 
dominated by his 
shrewish sister in a wheel 
chair and the cockatoo 
'she has trained to harraas 
him. " ' 
"Hello from Bertha" a 
Tennessee Williams play, 
is ~he choice of Cen- 
tennial secondary 
school, and the only 
really serious play in the 
Fringe Festival." It is a 
naturalistie ~rama set in 
'a  St, Louis house of ill 
repute. The action con. 
cerns the efforts ot one fo 
the girls' attempts oget : 
Bertha to leave the house, 
Bertha is incapable of 
action because she is tern 
between illusion and 
reality. 
The L.V. Rogers School 
from Nelson will • stage 
"Blibel Rap" by B.C, 
p!ay writer Joh Lazerus. 
It is quite sfmply about 
two people building the 
Tower of Babel. 
Kerm0de Theatre '78 
romises to provide great 
ve theatre for all at the 
R,E.M. Lee Theatre and 
the Terrace Little 
Theatre, May.17-20, 1978, 
Plan to attend, 
Vienneau. Racheal Reay 
is the Flutist. 
., Caledonia Players hope 
to enter at least one of the 
plays i, the upcoming 
Kermode Theatre Drama 
Festival, and for that 
purpose the plays will be 
adjudicated on Thrusday 
April 20 by the author of 
Babel .Rap, John 
Lazarus. "Stefan Cieslik 
has dir~tcted and 
produced all three plays. 
Tbe plays, will be 
presented on April 19th 
and 200h at eight p.m. 
Tickets are $2.50 students 
and Senior Citizens are 
$1.50 and are' available 
from the cast, members 
as  well as Celadonia 
Acting students, or 
contact Stefan Cieslik at 
635-2101. 
There are only enough 
seats for 55 audience 
members each night, as 
the plays will be 
presented at the Terrace 
Little Theatre. 
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concern ing  your 
future 
• 
SPEOIAL EVANGELISTIC SERVICES 
Yearboo  proph(;cy 
came true 
(CP) -- Fourteen years 
ago. Keith Hampshire 
was a Grade 12 student in 
Calgary. 
The anecdote next to 
his mug shot in the 1964 
(~earbook had a familiar 
ash of adolescent 
whimsy. "Hopes to 
become a singer." itsaid. 
di f ferent  bands in 
Calgary. The last One. 
Keith and The Variations, 
got to be about No. 2 in 
A lber ta . "  Hampshi re  
said during an interview 
here. a small c'ommunity 
20 kiiometres south of 
Barrie. 
He's l ived there five 
After recording an un- soonnfound itself with a 
successful single for the hot property. 
RCA label in 1971. WENT TO TOP 
Hampshire was signed by His first song for A and 
A and M Records. which M. Daytime Nighttime. 
: T////eum : 4( 
Unlike most yearbook years, having made the ~ AL J  
prophecies, however, this move • from Toronto at , ,K / ,~ ,  
one came true. From the about he same time that 
church choir where he his star was peaking on 4720 LAKELSE AVE. FHONE ~i8-8111 
made his singing debut at the Canadian recording ~ - -  
SHOWING AT 8 P.M, , the age of 14. Hampshire front. _ ~ ~ ' ~ 
drifted into folk music, About 750.000 copies of . . "g 
then rock 'n' roll. his records were sold "~ APRIL 16 Kingdom of the Spldnrs and~ =s=r~°~m~=°s=k =" ~ Orater Lake Monster 
/.~~~_.,~,~\ ~ APRIL 16-18 Devils Hightmare and 
Silent Night Bloody Night 
i MANAGEMENTof the ~ 6 ~ 1  ~ APRIL 19"22 The Oheering seet'°n *~ 
i ~J¢ ~"P J  ~.,'¢~.O-~'P~"-'~7/ * i  * and Oh YOu're lwfu l '~ ,  APRIL' 16 ~~* 
I, TO THE PUBLIC i ~ The Sad Horse 
TERRACE & K IT IMAT ~ 
WEAREHAPPYTOANNOUNCETHE ~ APRIL 16 " 
O t*" ** E ~ Heroes 
312 KIYIMAT CITY CENTRE ~ 2 4( , APRIL 16-2 I ,*io W,.gsTr.ve, I7 p.m. - 2 p.m. starting April 14,1975" ~ 
d ~  A/~ i rh  OPEN6nightsaweek ~ The Choirboys 4, 
U~I - i~LU~ "CLOSED SUNDAYS ~ .~ 
• IDENTIFICATION MUST BE PRESENTED 4( P 
~ . ,o , .  ~ ,o , .  ,o -  0 ******************************~ 
::.~i.~:!:~:!:~:!iii~i~i!i!i~i!i!~i~i.i~ii~i~i~i!i!:i:i:i:~:!:i:i:i:!:i:i@!:i:i:!:!ii~!iiii~ii!!iii!!i!iiiiii!!iiiiii~i!~!~!~i!iiiiiiiiiiii!i!i!i~iii!!!i!!i!ii!ii!iiii~iii!i!!iiiii::iii;:i::!!i::iii.:~::ii!iiiii!iiiiii! 
ATTEND mm 
THE HaRT 
OHURO, ,.,s, 4630 Straume Ave. Terra,( 
Phone 635.2312 
,u . s  n;  ,uoo., M.,,es 
BAPT IST  Z ION " "  8:15a.m, .... ~..;. ~.,...~ .. 10:,15 a.~. - . . .  : ,:.~.~. ,~ 
0HUROH BAPT IST  YOUR ,: 011:30p.m.am"" "~*:~'~"_ 
)astor D.K. Hale 635.9398 
Corner of Halliwell 
and N. Thomas 
10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School • 
lhOOa.m Morning~ rshlp 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing an'd Bible 
Study 
Weds. 8:00 Home Bible 
Studies 
"You are Welcome at 
Uplands" 
KNOX 
UNITED 
OHUROH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister Rev. 
Dave Martyn 
Sunday School 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 - 11:00 a.m. 
Worship Servlce 11:00 a.m. 
I 
Eaoh night exoept g 
Saturday at 7.30- p,m. 
EVERYONE WELOOME 
I t .Ter race  Gospel Hall I 
Scott and Eby i 
S MBERLODGE . . . .  
w---.2.O.,L. 
SLUIIBERpLOD6E~0TOR INN 
(909 3rd Ave,W,) . 
Travelllng to P;'Irfce Rupert for the Weekend? 
We have a "DEAL" for you l 
Two nlghts for the prlce of One, 
Reserve your well appointed 
.2 bedded (1 queen, I double) 
room for Friday and Saturday for the 
•, regular one day rate, 
Two people 530,00 plus tax 
ThreeS3S,00 plus tax 
Four S39,00 plus tax 
Dining room and lounge 
Cable. colour TV 
Close to shopping 
For free reservation call any Slumber Ledge or 
Terrace. 635.6302 or Prince Rupert. 627.1711 
RuN clip ad and presmt at reglstrst 10n, Offer expires AMy 15,1976, ::::::::::::::::::::::: , . :.:,: ..... :,;,:.:.:.:.:,:. ,, 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
c.,nc, ICE CHO Car. Sperks & I(eiflt MENNONI11E 
Pastor Paul Mohninger 
""""°' THIS BRETHREN Home 635.5309 
SUNDAY u ,m 
Morning Worship 11:0{ 
o.m. 
3406 Eby Street 635.301S 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
OHUROH OF OHRIST  ioloo a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship 
60D , LUTHERAN Service 
3341 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. O I IUROH 
638-1561 ,Car. SParks St. 
Rev. R.L. White & Park Ave. I@ i .  toN I  inEn :O l  ;unday School 10:00 a.m. 
Rev. R.L. White R~IV. RoI' Nosterud ANGL IOAN 
Morning Worship. 11:00 635-5892 
n.m. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. Morning Service 11:00 a:m. OHUROH 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 Church School 9:45 a.m. 4736 Lasello Ave. 
p.m. Sunday School, Can- 635.9019 
flrmatlon Sunday Services: 
Youth and Adult Classes ;h30a.m. Informal Service 
Church School & Adult 
Discussion 
11:00 a.m., Holy Com. 
• .,,m~. reunion for fhe family 
. ,¢  ~,~ MinisterS: 
/ ~  %'~t~ 5055 Rev. Lance Stephens • 635-' I 
; I l l ,  .,-s-o no, ,  
11:00 , l  m, Family Worship I
, Service I 
l l n i m i l m l l a  ~:30 p .m.  Evangllstlcl 
U f l l I I~ I IAH Salvation Meeting 
• Monday Night 
REFORMED ,:~o p.m. Bible Study& 
Prayer Meeting 
OHUROH w.n,,*, 7:30 p.m. Ladles Home 
League Fallowohlp 
Sparks St, & Saturday 
Strauma Ave. 7:30 p.m. YoQth Group 
Rev.S.VanDaalen AM "Service" S Week 
Services on Gldlon. 
unday School • Terrace 1( 635.5444 
a,m, Chrlstlln Coun~lll.ng 
Emergency Welfare . 
Sunday School. Rome 1:00 ~lrltuslRelources 
p,m, 
11:00a.m. Worship Service "THE MAN'THE CALL" 
April 17 Monday at 7:30 • 
5:00 p,m, Worship Service the FILM "MARTIN 
I I 
LUTHER" ., .....•...:•:.:...:.:.:...•.:.•.:...:.:.:•:.....`.:'•.:.:.:••.;.:.;.;.;.:.:.:.:.;.•.-..:.•.;.;...;.;.•.;.;...•.;.;.;.;...;.;. .. . .,.. . . ,.,... ,,,,.,.. , ,.,.,,,.~. ..,,...... 
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81uebacks host largest swim-meet 
for Terraoe and region 
Terrace Bluebacks according to Clarkson. and catch, is the Prince ~nt~!eenocl~f?eel~o give the 
Swim Club is hosting the Coaches of the Kitimat C~,orge club, he says. , • a break 
largest ever swim-meet Marlin Swim Club; Ha;s Number of swimmers 7~C~waonda swhilevdeu~ing 
for Terrace this weekend, and Lisa Wag e ,, Y has a definite bearing on . . . .  .Y . : 
An estimated 230 young "we're gonna win.' The the outcome of a meet. .rne~meoac~s practise 
competitors will be Marlins have been All cluhsparticipatingin aac~c°oUrtd~n~ursa .wee~, 
travelling from Massett, preparing for the meet "the Bluebacks meet are _. g taar~son. 
Prince George, Kitimat for weeks now with in- coming in FULL "l~e MaTh.us train about 
and Terrace to try and tense training, strength." says Wagner. ~ m z o hours, a w.e.ez, 
win titles in the i r  The Bluebacks were -oun-under  ~CaC2rearlng to LISa 
respeetwe age groups, started in 1974 and had a With 230 y g, ~ • . 
_ , " " registration that year of 19 years of age, nucleus ~wimmers to watch for 
~resiaent of Blueback 30 swimmers. This year sw immers  runn ing  on t.neMarlins are Diane 
club Gloria Clarkson the registration has set a around the pool, with Baroetfi, ~apo Skogster 
explains this years meet new Bluebaek record at races to be set-up there is and Robbie Wagner who 
as the Second Annual 72-all of which will a vast amount of are all in the twelve years 
Blueback Invitational. pulling their way to organization work to be age category. 
Coach of the Biuebacks hopeful victory, done. Thrity-four officials S p e c t a t o r [ . a r e 
Sharon Lewis has . The Marlins will have will be needed for this welcomed and will have a 
Kitimat Marlin coash Hans Wagner pats. the Wagner, (backdrop), also coaches the Marlins. 
youngsters through their training session at the The swim club will be competing'in Terrace this 
Sam Liltdsey Memorial Pool in Kitimat. Lisa "brought a group of 68 entrants in the meet. meet, at any given time, first hand. comfortable weekend. 
almost non-swimmersup Hans Wagner predicts according to Clarkson. scene of the.aetio_n from ~*****************************~ 
to the provincial the ,,meet to be "a close This" means that more me gaueryozmeTerrace ~ ~ . 
championship level," one. The team. to watch, than thtrty-four must be pool. .~ I mini ~ 4~ 
WHA quarter-finals ant,oJpate violence in 'Rough series' : lr ll ,HEApAss' ::. 
Winn ipeg  Je ts ,  Je ts  coach Larry cha l lenges ,  said although Sullivan may game schedtiled for The Oilers went into ** ~ Hidden so lnewhe l 'e  111' the 
remembering bench- Hillman says he expects Hillman. "We must wear a special mask to ~unaay. semi-seclusion Wed- ~ == ~ 
clearing brawls on two a rough series with the become involved. Look protect an injured right Edmonton Oilers go nesday in preparation for ads m the entel ' t~l l l ln lent .¢ 
occasions when BiT- Bulls because of the for us to be more eye. Hull was-absent against New England their opener at -I{ ~ • • "1¢ mingham Bulls were the earlier hostile encounters aggressive." from his left wing spot for Whalers in Springfield, Springfield. Coach Glen , ~ "s~ct lon fife two reTrace ,c 
visitors during the World but he says the Jets can Bobby Hull and Peter the last three season Mass., in another series Sather said the team -k ~:=" 
Hockey Association handle the rough stuff. Sullivan will be back in games with a shoulder opener Friday with the reserved rooms in a "~ ~m~ phone nun lbers .  
"We'll have to answer action for second game also in season, are bracing Winnipeg injury. , Northampton hotel 20 .~ Find them, and if one is yours you've 
themselves for more of . The Bulls Visit Win- Springfield on Sunday. miles from downtown 7---~I .it 
the same when the I I$  $ I I  U l  l i _ a _ e . a . .  i nipeg for the first two TheQuebee Nordiques- Springfield. "I don't want ~ Lm~ wOn.Pick up your tickets at the Herald ~ 
quarter-final playoffs games of the bestof-seven Houston Acres series the players disturbed." office, 3212 Kalum St. 
open Friday hight, round with the second opens Sunday at Houston. he said: 
" N # 
I AmericanLeague National League ] 
It has been 13 years second and was hoping "My team colors are' was concerned, Blue 
since Baltimore Orioles they'd hold me at third," orange and black, not red said: 
"I only had 10 innings had a poorer start than said Porter. "That wasn't and white," said Vide oflbitching innthe spring 
the 0-5 record that has a slide at home plate.. I Blue. 
dropped them to the was collapsing." Wednesday night, (he. was involved in a 
bottom, of the American Newman's ninth-inning however, his colors were contract hassle with the 
League's East Division.. swing won the game in more like black and blue. Giants). My control was 
Seat t le  Mar iners  Oakland, although just Bluemade his National off and I was behind." 
haven't even been around 1,742 people were there to League debut, finally, Expos 8 Phillies 7 
for 13 months. But they watch it, the second time against Cincinnati, ofnall Gary Carter and Chris 
are suffering a similar fewer than 2,000 showed teams, and the  Reds Speier slammed two-run 
affliction: a five-game up to see the A's at their treated him rudely even homers and Larry ' ~ J L . I L . IK . I I .~ l .  J L~ l l l  b 
losing streak ~ and a OaklandnCeliseum home. though his picture, PeTTish added a two-run 
lengthening list of The A's carrieda team biography and pro single but Montreal 
disappointments. ~===}t=====~b; ~ J~ .... ~ ;~ '11 "This is a nightmare," batting average of .199 baseball record are needed aninth-inning run 
into the game against prominently displayed on offnGene Gerber on Pepe 
said Orioles manager Seattle, but their pitching page 23 of the team's 1978 Frias's double and Andre , 
Earl Weaver after a has been so strong (an media guide. " Dawson's ingle to with- '~ 
three-runoutside-thepark earned run average of That, of course, was stand a two-run 
home run by Amos Otis 1.04 on seven earned runs before baseball corn- Philadelphia rally in the 
and an inside-the-park in their fcrst six games missioner Bowie Kuhn bottom of the inning, 
shot by .Darrell Porter this season) no one seems vetoed the off-season deal Astros II Dodgers I0 I] 
carried Kansas City to mind. inwhichthe Reds thought Pinch hitter Jesus 
Alou's .grounder scored Royals to a 5-2 victory Oakland had shut out they had acquired Blue 
Wednesday night. " I 'd like to wake up."  the opposition for 292-3 from Oakland A's for first Jimmy Sexto.n from third ,~ 
consecut ive innings baseman Dave Revering base in the bottom,,f the 
Seat t le  manager  before the Mariners and $1.75 million, ninth inning to end a 29- 
Darrell Johnson might scored twice in the top o f  The hard-throwing left- hit slugfest. Art Howe, 
have been thinking the the seventh, hinder, who now toils who earlier hit a three- ~AGONDOL, 624-2621or 624-3359 11  ff , , ,  
same thing after watch- across the bay from run homer, opened the o,,tN6~oo, 
ing a creditable pitching Tigers 3 Rangers 2 Oakland in San • ..,w.,. J performance by Rich = = : ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - ~  Fran- inning with a double, , w.=e,~s, ...... q l  ~ ~  @ ~ . ' ~  Fidrych survived a cisco, was tagged for 10 pinch runner Sexton - -~- - - - -  
Honeycutt ruined by two-run, first-inning hits and. six runs--five moved to third on Wilbur ~ ~; ~ ~ ~; , -  
errors "in a 4-3 loss to homer by the Rangers'Al earned--in five innings Howard's grounder and 
Oakland A's. Oliver and permitted as the Reds pounded out scored w.eo LAK| [$1  
"Honeycutt pitched Texas just five other hits 20 hits and beat the grounder was fielded by [ ~ IL  , ,, .... ' .... :
outstanding baseball," in helping Detroit come Giants 12-3. shortstop Bill Russell too 
said Johnson, though the hack to win. In other National late for a play at the HOT| [  
rookie's wild pitch per- "I was overthrowing League action Wed- plate. , 
mitred a run to score in the ball early," said The nesday, Montreal Expos Cardinals 5 Pirates l 
the A's' three-run Bird. "But I decided I defeat.ed Philadelphia BobnForsch hurled a ; , THE t)I~CE FOR ~ I~l.,~'t~~ "NID • 
seventh. Seattle came was still going to throw Phillies 8-7, Houston four-hitter, striking out : ~"  
back to tie the game 3-3 in my best pitches at the Astros edged Los Angeles nine. and Mike Tyson 
the eighth, but Jeff Rangers. I struck Oliver Dodgers 11-10, St. Louis doubled home the tie- '= p 
Newman led off the A's' out in the ninth inning Cardinals beat Pitt, breaking run in the fourth WEDDING RECEPTIONS I l l  ~ q 
ninth with .a game- with the same pitch he hit sburghPirates 5-1 and inning as the Cardinals PRIVATE PARTIES Illl RESTAURANT 
winning home run. a home run off me in the Chicago Cubs beat New beat Pittsburgh ace John , BANQUETS ~ 
"It's a tough way to fcrst. You lose in this York Mets4..2. San Diego Candelaria. I|fl' ' CATERING <B~EI~E & CANADIAN FOOD 
lose, but .... " game when you give up." at Atlanta was rained out. , DANC ING SPACE AVA ILABL E IIII 
FIDRYCH WINS Ron LeFlore's third MORGAN SCORES " l ift 10 a.m. to 1 a.m. Monday - Saturday 
In other American single of the game, the FOUR HECTORS ; 'i'll, 11 a n .  to I0 p in Sunday League baseball games, Tigers' third straight hit Joe Morgan, who lives 
Chicago White Sex beat in the seventh inning, on the same Oakland * INTERNATIONAL IIll OUnMl: CUISINE £9g I tll l i f t  11 
Detroit Tigers beat Texas WhiteSox5BlueJays4 off-season, led' the Cin- 77/'.- f ~  ; MeN-SAT. 5 PM - 11 PM ~lL I -  IH Ig l~ l  f "  Uq~l~==UI  | | .  
Rangers 3-2 behind Mark Jorge Orta slammed einnati attack with two of q ~  " ' [[ [~  4642 Lazelle West of i)FTK 
Fidrych,  Cal i fornia two home runs while the Reds' eight doubles 
Angels defeated Min- Ralph Garr and Wayne and four RBIs while Ken "'" 638 .8141 l] 
nesota Twins 9-5, Boston Nordhagen hit one apiece Griffey added a triple and , e* ,=*,=,~ 
two:doubles and scored 4620 Lakelse Red Sex defeated to power Chicago past 
four. times. That was ~..~ --"~:---'-~~~--------~¢----------~------~---Iill ~)  I I~g l~ l~m, - -  . . . . .  Cleveland Indians 6-3 and Toronto. ,.. ;. j~ 
Milwaukee Brewers, more thanenoughasBill " ' §Hl[Iml[l[[ INN 
helped by Moose Haas's Angels 9 Twins 5 Bonham hurled a five- 
14-s t r ikeout  p i t -  Rick Miller's first hitter fo'r his second . 
ching,ntrimmed New home run since 1974, a straight riumph. "PROBABLY THE BEST)' Ill E 
York Yankees 5-3. grand slam, highlighted a Blue was annoyed when =m IW ~ l l ' , ,~ '  • . ~ ~ - - LocaTtERRACE 
The loss left the Orioles nine-run first inning and asked htm' he felt pitching ~,0~tt,mo~m~,t,,~,,0,~, fl~ ted on the west side ' 
the only winiess team in carried California to its in Cincinnati's Riverfront 
, ~ m = = m  m.= m -  ~ blocks from Skeena Mall. I baseball-- Seattle at least victory over Minnesota. Stadium in theuniform ,)t' I ~ l l l o ~ ~ [ ] ~ ~  ' HoatedinOoor pool. 
has won 'twice-- and Frank Tan ann survived a visiting team rather~ ~/~ ~ ~~<.~ <~ / ~fC~< / /~0~ ~wj~-~-  ~w ~- - - -~ ,  ~-~ l- ! ~o  [ 4e~ HIO hw,y |6 west 
brought Baltimore within a home run and a triple than what might have (~o4)~s.9~s~ 
reach of the 0-6 start that by Rod Carew before been. . CHAR-BROILED STeAlS3. , U , ~ l - _ l ~  
marred the 1955 season, n getting help from the "For the last time, 
"I ' l l  .keep making bullpen. Dan Ford also that's it," he said. 'Tm a ¢736 _ _ ___ _~ ~ZAI~,  ~ ~ ~ ~ ' - ~ ' ~  
changes until I find a club homered for Minnesota. San Francisco Giant/No It's time to call your ~ [~ , N ,,~t 
that can go out and win," Brewers 5 Yankees 3 more of that trap, and Welcome Wagon hostess. ~o  ~E~0~HEA,,,~,~,~ -  
" n said Weaver. One swig A two=run, ti~-breaking don't come up with any EVELYN ANWEILER '"'"¢~ .......... ~{ ~oli=~m= 
of the bat can change this double tb~e Don Money more of that Bowie Kuhn t~s.ssn or ~. ,Q*~-55 . ,~ l  Rup~m . SMITHER$ 
game around." bat~ked club record stuff." n 
Otis, whohadspentthe 14.strikeoutperformance WENDY CLIBBETT636.2046 "~] r l~E~ FEATURE II FRIDAY SHOPPERS 
mo~ning in the hospital by Haas and carried "~" i ~ ' 
with kidney stone Milwaukee to its fifth SPECIAL 
troubles, cracked the consecutive victory. ' Char-Br0iied Steak .'$2.99 . - 
/ 
three-run homer that Larry Hisle hit the Including: BAKED POTATO DINNER STEAK 
wiped out a 1-0 lead team's llth homer of the 
Baltimore had taken on season--his third--to tie CHOICE OF SALADS and BAKED POTATOE 
Eddie Murray,s.second. thescore3-3. Sal Bando DRESSINGS. GARLIC'TOAST: 1 [  .ONION RINGS 
inning homer, had homez:ed earlier for GREEN PEAS 
ThennPorter, ' the Milwaukee. King-Size Steak Dinner $4.99 DESSERT & TEA or COFFEE 
lumbering catcher, sent Haas fanned New 
Mike Flanagan,s next York's Reggie Jackson ~ " Tenderloin Steak Dinner $4.99 ' J "  l I ~ ~ , ~  
serve down the right field four times. Graig Nettles ~ " ' ' 
line and past the Orioles' homered for the Yankees. ..d,,,,, ~ ..... ~. ~,,, d ........ ho,.~, 6cod ~o..,on -': ~k ~om 'Steak & Shrimp Combo $ 4,39' 
bea¢h, English Bay and Stanley Park . . . .  down, . . . .  hopp lng .~,~, . ,  ~ Jumbo Shrimp Dinrlet. $2.99 ~ Ken Singleton. Red Sox 6 Indians 3 ~to, k 125,1,,ta¢llvety appolnlt, d .I. . . .  dltMncd . . . . .  =udiol.,' ,.. " , • " 6S§ .  
While Singleton chased Home runs by Jim Rice u.,,, and ,ulte.z - ,~h wilh pdvale bulb, ¢olo, "IV and ph .... Dtnl,a 
Room and Coffee Shop. Lounge wl.h.enlerlldnment. Sample and Meeting 1§1 the ball, Porter .chugged and Fred Lynn and a two- , . . . . .  Dt lve . ln lobb~lndht .~pl I Id , , .  I[ Ompped BeefDi,,ncr $1.59 !Ill 9 
aroundnthe bases and runsingleby Jerry Remy t~  tThe Mikeburger ' ,1,39 ~ 4826 liw,, 16 W, slid into the 'plate just paced Boston's victory sw.,=t,owa,=4,r.w==~ 
ahead of the relay, over Cleveland, Andre .ss.o.,, s,..,, v,...,., we =ws.~,o,.: 6~.6=.t.t ¢o,~m . , . . . .  . .,,.o.. o,,¢, terr "I was running out of Thornton connected for • ©e, B,IL Telea: 04.51161 
gas as I came around the Indians. k===)~~==_~.~--~¢~----~'---~li===~---ae=====9~===~~c===~ ~ 
TheTerrace Badminton Saturday at 9 a.m. with 
Club's1978 sdason draws the men's events at 
to a close with the annual Thornh i l l  Jun io r  
open tournament on April Secondary School, and 
15-16. This event is one of the women's events at 
the largest ournaments, Skeena secondary School. 
outside of the lower The fi:mls of A,B, and C, 
mainland, Players from fiights arescheduledfor5 
throughout B.C.attend p.m. Sunday following 
the largest contingent which presentation of 
coming from the corn- prizes wiilbe made by the 
• unities between Prince host club. 
Rupert and Prince 
George. Total entries this Anybody interested in 
year are expected to seeing this popular game 
exceed 100. Play begins performed by some of the 
Terrace Badminton tourney 
Kelowna Open entrant and 
tourney rained out 
(AP) -- Heavy showers to tee off over the 7,122- 
washed out today's yard, par-72Killearn Golf 
opening round of the $80,- and Country Club Course 
000 Tallahassee Opengolf in the chase • for the 
tournament. Play @as $16000 first prize. , 
rescheduled' to begin After  Saturday 's  
Friday morning with a 36- second round, the cut will 
hole double round Sun- be made to include the 
day. low 60 scores and ties. 
Thundershowers began This is the first time in 
just before the field of the 10-year history of the 
150, including Dave Barr tournament that foul 
of Kelowna, B.C., among weather has marred the 
the first threesome, was event. 
best players in B..C. are 
encouraged to stop by 
either gym during the 
weekend. The calibre of 
play promises to be both 
educational nd exciting. 
Fans are also invited to 
att~, . . . .  the banquet'and 
da;=ce Saturday night at 
the' Lakelse Hotel. The 
highlight of the dance will 
be the unique music of 
Jim Ryan's band. The 
group consists eniirely of' 
teachers and their music 
reflects the sound of the 
big band swing era. 
TheTerrace club 
cordially the 
general public to come 
out and share in this 
weekend's activities of 
compet i t ion  and 
relaxation. 
By Murdo Macdonald 
635-2301. 
Nanaimo-Pentioton 
respeotive firsts 
Nan••me Clippsers got a advantage after 40 
power-play goal and a minutes. 
short-handed marker ArronRucks added two 
Wednesday night as they 
downed Bellingham 
Blazers 6-2 in the first 
game of .their bestof- 
seven Briti.,ih Columbia 
Junior Hockey League 
semi-final. 
Bob Dietterle scored 
the shdrt-handed marker 
and Randy Keller added 
the powerplay goal as the 
winners expanded a• 1-0 
first.period lead into a 5-1 
more for the winners 
while Len Dawes and 
Greg Adams got the" 
others. Steve McDonald 
and Dave Brockhill 
scored the Blazers' goals. 
Steve Hanna and Andy 
Gourlay combined to 
make. 28 saves in the 
Clippers' goal, whil'e. 
Vern Mott stopped the 
same number in the 
Be]lingham nets. 
The series resumes Canucks suffer coach 'tonight at Bellingham while Penticton Vees take 
set -back 
Vancouver Canucks are I don't think we were and might be use0 m 
looking for their sixth ready to play back-to- another capacity, 
coach in nine years back games." although Milford:said he 
today, and general EDGED BY  ROCKIES n "is free to negotiate with 
manager Jake Milford The Canucks finished other NHL  teams before 
says the new mentornwill the season with 57 points, the coaching portion of 
have ,to be a ,dis- two points behind his contract ends May 31. 
ciplinarian. Colorado Rockies who DEFENCE SAGGED 
The National Hockey wound up second in the Brown, a 10-year NHL  
League club Wednesday weak Smythe Division. defenceman, was signed 
fired coach Orland Kurtenbach, 41, started at the start of the 1977-78. 
Kurtenbach and his with the Canucks as a He was expected to help 
ass i s tant  Arn ie  player when the team groom the Canucks' 
BrownnaftertheCanucks came into the NHL in young defence, but 
finished with the fourth- . 1970. He was the club's .Vancouver's goals- 
worst record in the captain for four years, against total increased to 
league and out of the then started his coaching its second highest total 
playoffs for the second career with Vancouver ever. 
confecutive year . ,  farm clubs in Seattle and "I've felt I learneda lot 
"I felt we had the talent Tulsa. from this year and I 
on ,the club to get 70 He was named the would like to start 
points," Milfordsaid. Central Hockey League's somewhere inthe minors 
"Kurt was a nice guy coach of the year in 1975- on my own," Brown said. 
and he wasn'f the whole 76while inTulsa and was Milford said Wed- 
reason we didn't do well, promoted to the Van- nesday that he had 
but ~¢y~just didn't get  couvernjob on Dec. 22, several candidates in 
the ']ob done. In pro- 1976, when Phil Maloney' mind for the coaching 
fessi0n~:~p,or~~::.:~tlm ~;,l,was~.fired, Kur ter~bacm.!s ~ position. Speculation 
coach.isi~l~ys the first ~'~ record with:the.CankcKs, ranged from current 
to go;~".'=~'!~':""'~.:~"<'~' :"'"~'was36-62-27; ........... l Montreal Canadiens 
"•don't think we were He has another two coach Scotty Bowman to 
the best-conditioned club years left on hispresent Ernie McLean, coach ,of 
in the league either. Often agreemen t with the club New Westminster Bruins. 
Sooond day on traok shows " 
Oanadian jockey promises 
Tom Wolski I)rought Skinner, rode winners FATHER HAD DOUBTS 
Fighting Policy home in Wednesday, the second "We didn't think he'd 
front in the feature ninth day of the 1978 season, ride again," said 
race Wednesday tExhi- Apprentice Travis Wilkinson's father  
biUon Park, finishing in Wilkmson, who was Rundle, an owner- 
oneminute, 14secondf for seriously injured when a tra~er, l 
the six furlongs--the horse fell on him four Travis, who suffered a 
fastest time of the night, years ago, won on Tony's ruptured bladder and 
Ten different jockeys, Tatoo in the opening race broken pelvis in the 
including last year's o~; the card--the second accident, worked himself 
le/~ding rider Ken win of his young career, back into shape by riding 
in the B.C. Interior and 
their 1-0 lead into • 
Kamloops in the other 
semi-final. 
San Diego 
Soooers-up 
San Diego Sockers 
raised their record to 3-0,, 
tops in the American 
Conference's West 
Division, by beating Sail 
Jose Earthquakes 2-1 in 
overtime Wednesday 
night in North American 
Soccer League action. 
Gerry Ingram, Peter 
Anderson and Laszlo 
Harsanyi beat San Jose 
goalie Mike Hewitt in the 
' tie-bgeaking shootout, 
while San Diego goalie 
Alan Mayer stopped 
three of the first four 
shots he faced. 
Sockers now lead their 
division with 24 points 
while the Earthquakes 
have yet to win in three 
games. • 
In the only other NASL 
g~me Wednesday: ~ight, 
Colorado Caribo~'got a 
goal by Brian Tinnian, 
solid goalkeeping by 
Arnie Mauser and went 
on to defeat Minnesota 
Kicks 1-0. 
Molly MoGee 
to 
I n te rmed ia te  ohamps duringthen gotthehiS fallfirStmeeungWinner 
last year at Yaklma, 
• deoided in P,G, • Memo Mena, another 
apprentice rider, also 
The Western Canada Panthers; Gander, madeitinto the winner's 
intermediate hockey N F L D., F.I y e r s, circle with Vonnie Ma- 
championship will be Charlottetown G.J.'s and hina in the fourth. 
determined here with six Dundas, Ont., Merchants. Vonnie Mahina paid 
teams beginning round- The eastern winner $69.10 to win which stood 
robin play tonight at the plays the Canadian final as the season high until 
1,400-seat Civic Centre. April 21 to 25 atthe home ' the next race when Gerry 
. Dfending western of the western champion. Brownell won with Speck 
champion Warroad, Campbellton is the of Dust for a $71 payoff. 
Minn., Lakers will be defending Canadian The 6964 fans bet 
Jcolned by the. British Champion. $602,074. kantChewan. 
olumbia champion 
Prince George Mohawks 
and runner-up North 
Vancouver, plus Sher- ,,~=, 
Klipper,W°°dKind ersle y,Parksask.°f EdmontOn,andSaS k. ,the ' / -~  ~ If l yOU l~,lde in Terraoe or 
Thompson, Man., Hawks. ~ Thornhl I and do not have 
There are two three- 
team divisions with each 0 paper oarrier • 
team playing two games. 
The two teams with the 
bear records advance to we have  
Sunday's final, ' 
final, 
The Hurry Kings open 
against g]ndersley and SPEGIAL  OFFER 
the Mohawks play 
Sherwood Park tonight. 
Thompson plays ~,,~ 011 uasonlnlOlls 
Sherwood Park 'and 
Warroad meets North YO 
shore Friday night, On 
Saturday Warroad play FOR Ut 
'Klndersley and Prince 
George meets Thompson 
While the western 
tou.ament is on, the,eis l "  DAWN: ' 
a similar seven-team ' PHONE 
eastern tournament in 
Freder ic ton,  N.B. ,  ~ 630 63§T  
Chevles; Tlmmins, Ont., "b 
North Stars; defending 
Caned•on champion 
Campellt0n, N,B., 
Tigers; Embrun, Ont,, 
Roughriders 
Saskatchewan 
Roughriders announced 
today the signing of 
veteran import halfback 
Molly McGee and rookie 
Canadian fullback John 
Nelson. 
McGee, 25,nwas the , t  
CFL s leading pass 
receiver in 1977. 
Nelson, a 22-year-Did 
Winnipeg native, played 
fullback for the freshman 
team at Colorado in 1974 
prior to  returning to 
Winning to play for the 
Manitoba Bisons. .' 
He was named the 
Bison's outstanding back 
in 1976 and was drafted in 
the second round of the 
1977 CFL draft by Sas- 
0 
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(CP) -- As early as 6 a.m. 
the men of this town's 
phantom work force start to 
sift down the icefogged 
streets, lunches tucked 
under their arms, hats pulled 
down snug against the 
piercing cold, to line up at 
the offices of construction 
companies, trucking outfits 
and ollfield contractors. 
One thousand Workless Walk Streets As 
Fort St. John twaits Its Fate , 
Cook, an 18-year-old 
Kelowna, B.C., high 
schoolijopout; Arman~ 
Tessiei', a 21-year-old 
laborer and equipment 
operator from St. Pierre, 
Man; and Claude Brigand, 
23, an ironworker from 
Tracadie, N.B. From 6:30 to 
9:30, when the last pick-up 
leaves with its crew of men, 
Uncvstered at Canada 
Manpower, unskilled and 
usually without families of 
their own, they are the 
unemployed of 10 provinces, 
attracted to this farming 
community in northeast 
British Columbia's natural 
gas fields by the lure of $500 
a week clear on a drilling rig. 
Among them ~ire Shaun 
More Choosing Cremation: 
Rate is 30 per oent in B0 
they will line up and wait for 
jobs. 
Cook, Teasier and Brigaud 
will not find work today, they 
didn't find it 'yesterday, they 
probably won't find it tomor- 
row. , 
Gerry Tucker, m, easy- 
going businessman whose oil 
contracting company has 
had inqui Hee or applications 
rom all t ~ea, insists "there 
can't be more than 1O people 
in Fort St. John who want to 
Traditional objections to 
cremation of the dead are 
disappearing in Quebec 
province, where more 
and more people are 
opting for this type of 
funeral. 
An undertaker who is a 
pioneer in cremation 
funerals in the province 
says about 30 per cent of 
funerals in Montreal and 
Quebec City now involve 
cremations, compared 
with about one per cent 
only three years ago. 
Jean Lebrun, president 
of Petribec Ltd. which 
owns the Montreal 
Memorial Park  ceme- 
tery, described the in- 
crease in cremations as 
astonishing for Quebec, 
which is predominantly 
Roman Catholic, because 
the church did not 
authorize cremations for 
Catholics until 1964. 
"There was one 
crematorium up to three 
years ago in Qhebec-- 
now there are eight," 
Lebrun said. There are 
five in Montreal, two in 
Quebec City and one just 
opened in Chicoutimi, in 
northern Quebec. 
FIRST IN 1901 
The first crematorium 
was built in Montreal in 
1901. Itwas donated to the 
Mount Royal Cemetery 
by Sir William C. Mac- 
donald, founder of 
Macdonald Tobacco Inc. 
and a local benefactor. 
Macdonald wanted his 
body to be burned after 
he died and built his own 
crematorium to ensure 
his wish would be carried 
out. 
"There was a great 
stink when this thing was 
built," rei~alled Donald 
Roy, current manager of 
Mount Royal Cemetery 
Inc., which still uses the 
c remator ium.  An 
enabling law had to be 
pascal by  the Quebec 
legislature. 
"It' only passed by a 
vote of one, and there was. 
such a hassle that 
Macdonald marched off 
to Ottawa and got a 
federal patent." 
Montreal Memorial 
sel lsprepaid plans for 
either traditional burials 
or cremations, and finds 
that 70 to 75 per cent of 
clients under the age of 40 
favor crematzon. 
"You can sit down With 
a person 15 minutes and 
easily convince him that 
cremation is the same 
thing (as a regular bur; 
ial), but is 'over in 90 
minutes instead of five to 
six years," said David 
Thomson,  another  
representative. 
Cremation, he tells 
prospective clients, is 
non-polluting, takes less 
space, provokes less grief 
and has been practised 
throughout history. It 
usually provides for an 
imide tomb that can be 
visited year-round. 
The company is 
beginning construction 
this spring on a $4-million 
mausoleum, the first of 
its kind in Canada, which 
will have 12,000 built-in 
"niches," each holding 
two cremated remains, 
as well as "cribs" for 
5,000 reRular coffins. 
Lebrun' said Petribec 
plans to build 12 to 15 such 
mausoleums in Quebec 
and Ontario. Each will 
contain a chapel, 
preparation laboratory 
and  cremator ium to 
provide a one-stop fu- 
neral. 
Costs for funerals in a 
mausoleum are slightly 
reduced because there is 
no hearse, no cortege of 
limousines, no graveside 
flowers and no graveyard 
upkeep costs. 
Currently at Montreal 
Memorial cremation 
funeral .costs range 
between $400 and $6,000 
while burials start at 
$600. 
Although cremations 
cost only slightly less, 
outside burial costs will 
l ikely be pushed up by 
such factors as rising 
land value and increasing 
salaries for grave 
diggers. 
As for the cremation 
rocess, Lebrun said the 
y is composed Of 60 to 
70per cent water and is 
reduced to five to seven 
Unds of bone fragments 
a simple modern 
~ rocess using intense eat." 
A simple wooden coffin 
gets better. Some. people workers from Alberta. 
wait weeks for a job." UNEMPLOYMENT HIGH 
Even Manpower sends Although is region covers 
jobhunters to her', she said, only20,000 people, 1,063 were 
hoping that her contacts with chasing only 169 jobs in 
tool-pushers and drillers December, 1977. Boychuk 
from the i'igs will pay off in refused to estimate what 
jobs. One lucky pair  she percentage is unemployed, 
introduced to a desperate but admitted that if the work 
foreman as they came in the force is estimated to be the 
door. Others wait for days usual 40 per cent of the 
and finally disappear, their population, then Fort St. 
money and" patience John's unemployment rate 
exhausted. " must hover around 20 per 
work that can't find'jobs," Dan Boychuk, manager of 
hut as he speaks more than the town's Manpower office, 
1,000 active job-hunters are said the rush of workers has 
registered at the Manpower declined since September's 
.:' office a block away, decision to proceed with the 
is also burned. For the 
funeral, the coffin is 
inside a more elaborate 
shell, called a catafalque. 
This device is also 
becoming • common at 
regular burials to cut 
costs, n 
Remains are usually 
"sealed in a wall niche 
behind an inscribed, 
bronze plate. More ex- 
pensive models include a 
variety of decorative 
bronze urns, cast for 
example in the form of a 
traditional Grecian urn, 
or as a bust of the 
deceased person, which 
can be viewed through a. 
glass plate. 
Lebrun said that in 
land 68 per cent of 
es are cremated, as 
high as 80 per cent in 
urban areas. In Canada, 
British Columbia is 
probably the leader, 
where cremations moved 
from four per cent in 1971 
to 38 per cent in 1975. 
Lebrun, 49, a former 
engineer, came into the 
funeral business 12 years 
ago and became a con- 
vert to cremation after 
that. 
"I  believed in pollution 
control and respect for 
the dead. I found that 
cremation was superior 
in both respects. 
" I  think ofnthe future, 
when our cemeteries are 
filled up . . . . .  I f  there is 
urban deterioration, 
eemeteries may create a 
problem." 
One way of respecting 
the dead is to ensure their 
remains are in a 
definable place, Lebrun 
said. 
"Montreal is the only 
place in North America to 
have a bylaw preventing 
persons from going up on 
top of Mount Royal or 
somewhere to strew'the 
ashes of a body to the four 
winds." 
And although Quebec 
law forbids it, "dozens of 
people have cremated ~ 
remains in their homes." 
Aside from taking less 
• space, urns are ' tran- 
sportable. "Once in a 
while I get requests to ex- 
hume a body, for 
example someone who 
Wants to get all the 
MacDuffs together .in 
Scotland," Lebrun said. 
BOOM IS BUST 
For those 1,000 and ihe 
scores ofnphantoms--the 
men who arrive by thumb 
and leave by welfare bus 
ticket to the DawsonnCreek 
hostel--the Fort St. John 
natural gas boom is already 
a bust. 
"It's a pathetic thing," 
said Blanche Morrow, a 
hotel desk clerk who meets 
many of the transients. "It's 
going to get worse before it 
Alaska Heghway natural gas 
pipeline, but admitted that 
just two weeks before, a 
penniless Newfoundlander 
and his family landed in Fort 
St. John looking for work. 
"People get the idea 
they've really got to get in 
there fast and get a foot in 
the door," he said, but they 
don't realize that the oel 
industry usually hires by 
word of mouth when it 
doesn't import skilled 
cent. 
More than half those regis- 
tered are women, never m 
'demand on a drilling rig; the 
rest are men--the unskilled, 
the meek, the weak, the 
lazy,nthe ill-equipped, the 
foreigners, the men with 
families and the plain 
unlucky. 
"They'll only take green 
roughnecks if they really 
have to," said Mrs. Morrow, 
because safety regulations 
limit the number of inex- 
periencednhands a rig may 
employ. 
Safet~ is also a con- 
sideratlon when foremen 
turn down immigrants 
whose bad English may 
make them difficult o train. 
Others, says Tucker, are 
simply too unfamiliar with 
physical work and "are.~ust 
pathetic out there snmn~ 
around in their shoes, not 
knowing how to start a 
machine or check the oil in a 
truck." 
Who gets hired? A 
foreman will take the guy 
who's available early every. 
morning for a week, said. 
Tucker, because' 'he'll think, 
'Hey, this guy really wants to 
work.' Nothing ever happens 
on the phone." 
DON'T LIKE WORK 
Many hired find the work 
not to their liking, he added, 
despite $2,000 a month take- 
home pay based on a $4.50. 
an-hour ate. 
Crews spend two to three 
months in the bush working 
12-hour days in bitter cold for 
six or seven days a week. 
Room and plentiful meals 
are free. 
But Cook, Tessier and Bri. 
gaud "really want to work" 
iii,.i~i=,~: MAXIMUM' 
RATE 
and find jobs scarce. 
Tessier and Brigaud, rbeth 
bilingual, met in Vancouver 
in 1976 and have toured the 
province for a steady job 
ever since. 
"If someone offers me a 
job now, I'll take it," said 
BrigaUd, several hours after 
giving up his morning rounds 
in frustration. He had $3 to 
his name at the time he 
spoke and needed a Io t of 
luck fast. 
The cheapest ac- 
commodation in Fort St. 
John is offered atthe Condtll 
Hotel. Since the $12-a-night 
single rooms have no phones, 
a lobby phone is always busy 
as one job-hunter after an- 
other culls the yellow pages. 
NO SMOKING, SIR 
THE HAGUE (CP) -- A 
nosfnoking ban dm'ing 
classes is to be imposed 
on teachers and students 
at all Dutch state high 
schools• 
Stay at~home and go places 
arotmd British Columbia this 
weekend. 
B. C. Ters long distance 
weekend rates let you dial 
direct (112) to most places in 
the province between 5p.m. 
Friday and 5 p.m. Sunday for 
just 35¢ or less per minute* 
(minimum charge 23¢ per call). 
-.So pick up your phone this 
weekend. And drop in~ 
on some old friends. 
, *Rate does not apply on calls from the OK Tel area, coin tel, motel, hotel and to some Northern points not served b,' B.C. Tel. 
ALBERTA'S SWlNGIN'SUMMER 
It starts in early July, with the world's 
biggest rodeo-- the Calgary Stampede. 
But it's more than a rodeo. Hang onto your 
Stetson while you ride ferris wheels and 
rocket rides, take in chuckwagon races, 
stage shows, casinos, comedians, singing 
and dancing acts, and carry on till all hours 
in nightspots. For ten days you can enjoy 
pancake breakfasts served from a 
people get caught up in the fun. You will 
too. 
But that's only tile beginning. Take a 
couple of days to catch your breath, then 
head to Edmonton for K .. . . . . . .  
Days --,-. a chance to rel 
chuckwagon, square dance in the streets, Gold Rush - Gay '90s era. Residents and 
and songs like Home on the Range become' visitors alike dre.ss up in silk vests, top hats, 
singalong hits again. . cutaway coats, spats, or ostrich plumes, 
It's wild. It's carefree. And a million bustles, parasols. Overnight the city 
becomes populated with Klondike Kates, 
sourdoughs and riverboat gamblers. 
Crowds form around roulette tables in the 
casinos. Others take their chances at the 
V 
4 
'lorse races. And you can enjoy 
every part bf !t - -  the infamous 
raft.and bathtub races, the 
midway, the nightly Coliseum 
' of Stars, carnival and cabaret 
- -  even a promenade 
to show off your finery. 
It's another mammoth party. 
And you're invited. 
There isn't another 
celebration like it in North 
America. Three weeks of 
xcitement, action and non-stop 
ljoyment packed into July. You 
m make it your entire vacation, 
or part of your holiday. Plan to 
join the dress-up crowd 
and get your outfit here. 
We suggest you reserve early. 
algary and Edmonton are alive 
for the Stampede and 
Klondike Days, and tickets and 
accommodations arein high 
demand. 
.And remember, there's no sales tax in 
Alberta. 
See you at the party. 
The Biggest Party in North America 
Box 2500, Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada T5J 2Z4 
Sounds like iun! Please send me 
[ ]  ticket order forms 
~ accommodation request forms for 
Calgary Stampede 
[ ]  Edmonton Klondike Days 
[ ]  Both 
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B.C. C, invi.(:ts g iv(;n 
Uni  cl'sity Degrees 
lirlst)lii,rs i.Ilrolled in tile 
t.'o II I':';es at the Iwo  
pl'iSlitls lt l  S l lnday 's  
cert, nlliliels, IIVic faculty 
I11 P Ill i l  I' r s a It d 
repres i , l lh i t ives (If the 
federa l  government  
presented book awards 
and t.ertifit.ale.,4 The 
priigrilln iS Sli.tisored by 
the federal governnient. 
The ( ' , i r rec l lOna l  
edut' l i l iOl l  |)FOgl'itlll i l l  
I~'ederal Penitentiar ies 
originated wilh Dr, 
I)oilglas Ayers of the 
l,'acully of Education at 
UVic and Dr. T.A, Parlett 
Prisoners in the 
Matsqui and .British 
Columbia Penitentiaries 
who are hiking univt.rt,ily 
t'titl t'se~s through tit(' 
tlniversily of Victoria, 
were honored for their 
academic achievements 
in two separate 
ceremonies Sunday 
(April 9). 
In a unique program, 
these students behind 
bars have been taking up 
to 18 units of regular UVic 
university courses each 
year. 
There are about 120 
Chm-ged with Arson 
RANKIN INLET, cmarged with arson 
N.W.T. tCP) -- Henry following a series of 
Innukshuk, 19, has been March fires here that 
caused more than $5 
B.C.'s Forestry Minister, ;rein Waterland. million in damage. He is 
Says 1978 Will be Historic scheduled toappear in magistrate's court in , Yellowknife April 18. 
ol tilt- Canad ian  
I't.lflh,httary Service. 
'l'lle lit'st students 
liehiud bars were 
enrolled it~ September, 
1972 arid the ceremony 
.~unday is the sixth to 
m a r k a c a d e m i c 
;u.hievt,nlents, 
"We .fell tllere should •
I~, some re,,ognition i a 
formal ceremony that 
these people have ac- 
complished a great 
deal," explains Dr. 
A~S'the ceremony' at 
Matzqui this year, six 
students will be honored 
for achieving enough 
university credits to 
receive a B,A. degree. 
Four of the students ~,ill 
be receiving B.A. degrees 
from life University ()f 
Vichn'ia in May while two 
others who started taking 
courses al file federal 
penitenliary in Prince 
Albert and finisbed at 
Matsqui, will receive 
degrees from the 
University of Salkat- 
chewan. 
The UVic program is 
the first to offer senior 
level courses, leading to a 
degree while in prison. 
Ayers explains that the 
UVic program is also 
unique because it in- 
e ludes five faculty 
members who teach full- 
time at the two prisons. 
"All other progrms have 
faculty coming in on a 
part-time basis. 
"We believe that it is 
in lportaul  to have a core 
el continuing, full-lime 
instruclors as well as 
visiting professors." says 
Ayers, • 
The t'm'e sub!eels in 
prison include History. 
English. Sociology, 
Psychology and An- 
trhopology. There is a 
year-round program al 
the prisons and some of 
the prisoners have been. 
able to complete their 
education at a university 
after their release. 
Dr. Ayers said thre are 
some former prisoners 
doing very well at 
universities despite the 
double difficulty of ad- 
justing to life outside 
prison and life at a 
university. 
Last year 
plans to introduce three pieces of legislation (he can't see any product moving in to replace 
which will revamp every aspect of the forestry either pulp or lumber) and he sees the govern- 
industry and affect he economic future of B.C. ment's role in the industry as that of a steward. 
for years to come. "We have to make sure that the province is 
Piloting the legislation through the house'will getting the ~st  benefit out of the resource and 
be Tom Waterland, a green politician who knew° that involves government revenues, a 
next tonothingabeuttheforestyindustrybefore reasonable profit for the industry., and a 
he  was appointed to head the ministry of mines, reasonable standard of living for the workers in 
petroluem resources and forests in December the industry. It's a co:operative effort." he said. 
of 1975. He said that there is fat in the industry which' 
Waterland, a mining' engineer from Yale- probably resulted from having an unlimited 
Lillooet, who got into politics to fight for the supply of lumber in the past. 
removal of NDP-initiated mining legislation, has "For instance there have been cases of saw 
talkett ab0ut a new ei'a for tb~ fo~try industry. 10gs being chipped to make pulp. That has to 
• .!~I~:ButT ~".'.o~ ! dpubt , "~f~:h is .po l i~  col- step.:We ha~;e to make sure that we get the right 
inexpe~ein~e ;~d I ~I/'6f'bacl~fi~iirid n ffr~stry, log to the right people." 
• that Tom Waterland won't get the legislation Pat H~showy, public affairs manager of the 
through the house with a minimum of problems. Council ~ of Forest Industries Of B.C. which 
~efore getting into politics he had always been represents companies exploiting forests, says 
afraid of public speaking and had never seen a' the council is pleased to have Waterland as a 
s/itting of the provincial legislature until he was mininster.- 
sitting in it himself-and piloting 'through "The most outstanding thing about him is that 
he's an straight-shooter." said Hrushowy. "He's 
,legislatiOnmining regulations.Which repealed the NDP-sponsored sincere and honest and he never p~Is his pun- 
"It was a real learning expereince for me," ches so you know where you stand w~th im. He 
said Waterland of that time. calls a spade a spade. And he can be tough and 
A tall, blue.eyed 45-year-old who comes from a hard when he has to." 
mining family and worked in the mining industry Waterland described the Pearse report, as 
all his life (apart from his political career), exhaustively ofthe forestry industry initiated b
Waterland sees himself as a kind of non-political the NDP government, asa "real good objectix 
politician, analysis" which, along with brief for the new 
"I don't like the •constant batttles between the legislation to be introduced in the spring. A 
NDP and the Social Credit Party," he said. "I forest policy advisory committee has been 
like to approach a problem from the point of view formed to help create the new legislation. 
of solving it--not from the point of view of its One of the NDP's forestry critics, Bob Skelly of 
political implications." Alberni, said the general impression the NDP 
He thinks, a lot of debate in the house is a has of Waterland isthat hen a nice guy but a "bit 
gigantic waster of time with 0nly •occassional of a dinosaur" when it comes to environmental 
flashes of meaning in a lot of political issues and a political lightweight Within the 
haranguing. Soered Party. 
"If I have something to say I get up and say it "~he cabinet overruled him on the spruce 
and that's that," he said. budworm spraying issue," said Skeily. "he 
He believes that if the opposition members wanted to go aheadbut the cabinet said no." 
can't offer, better alternatives to the govern- Skelly also said that Waterland wanted to do 
ment's programs, they should keep their mouths away with some of the environmental restric- 
shut. tions on mining showed no real deep insight into 
• "But I realize that's not the way the political international economics when he was piloting 
game is played," he said. ' . ' 'through legislation which repealed the NDP 
Few of Waterland's friends expected him to go mining regulations. 
into politics-something bedid partly as a result "But he really hasn't done a beck of a lot, so 
of the NDP mining legislation wh[chhe felt was there's not too much he can be criticized on. 
destroying B .C.'s mining industry. When he brings in the new legislation-then he'll be ~ ~  -- 
• Wateland's former boss, Bill Peck, the retired challenged. 
I ex-chief inspector of mines, (Waterland was a ' mines inspector before running for .the E - -~~~m 
legislature) said he was surprised Waterland 
. went into politics. , Ter raee  s c,=o wl 
"He had never shown any" politic~'l in- 
clinations, although his job required a' certain APRILI8th 
diplomatic ability in dealing with both. INCOME Morethan$5,0OOinearlybirdprizesl 
management a d unions." . ' i~  " T A X  ~R"  ' "But he comes from a mining family and I 
think he, cares intensely about he well-being Of 
the industry so perhaps it was eithei" a question "~'~' SERVICE  
of either getting out of retiring or getting into 
politics." t/~w',~.. 
Peck described Waterland as a very capable • 635"2525 ~'~- '  
engineer who did his job throughly and ~ was 
ableto make his won decisions without having tL AND SMALL BUSINESS ' { 1 
to constantly refer' to  head office, tax PREPARATION 
waterland's o ld  job involved taking care  of the  PPOINTME NT N E C ESSA R Y"  
health and safety of mine workers and the well- 
being of the industry in his district. ) ~'~ ~]~ and 
, .o 
• Waterland oesn't see his lack ofbackground I I U up '  
of forestry as a big handicap, r 
"The basic problem of the two industries are AZELL AVE ' 
very similar," he said. "And I find the forestry C " 
industry exciting arid challenging, but 1-don't E B.C .  '"' ""^"'<'^'o~ . | ftIINDA|I{ i l l  L i "q  I [  ; i v '  f¢ ' t f l  rill ' 
want' to become completely detached from _ I PHfq f f :A [ I~HAt41 ' "^P I ' ID  
Destroyed by fcre were a M a z d a  s a l e s  Fo. B.C'.. Forestry Policy $5-million school and a 1~ t~ 75,000 house. Other fires 
caused about $300,000 
. worth of damage to a 
By Tony Mac Gregor mining-the attitudes in the two industries a rea  public works garage and ne 'yar  
Legislative Correspondent little different." $5,o00 to the community 
For Sterling Publishers He said a fresh look at the industry was often rink. 
beneficial. 
The budget presented to the legislature on "Sometimes the people who have been in the I 
Monday (April 10) predicts that in 1978 well be industry all their life can't see the forest for the 
remembered asa significant year in the history trees," he said smiling, doubled 
Of forest policy. He's optimistic about both the" shert-term and 
During the current' session the governments long-term future of the foresty industry in B.C. 0 
Thanks  to 
the GLII., ' , . . . - . .  : ~?',.'. 
t 
t 
• Yousure  see  a , 
lot of themaround! 
Find out whybefore youbuy. 
Lookat our Great Little Car! 
o 
, SKEEHA AUTO HETAL 
• SHOP-LTD. 
4842 W Highway 16 ' 63r).n71 
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A REMODELIN(~ IDEA FOR THE KITCHEN: MICROWAVE COOKING CENTER. 
This center (Model RK966G) features a lower,self-cleaning oven and a 
microwave upper oven that cooks by time or temperature. The ovens are" 
designed for a 27-inc.h base cabinet. This is the first Hotpeint buiR-in offering 
automatic temperature control (ATC), previously available only on countertop 
microwave ovens. The variable.power l vels on the microwave oven provide a
range of approximately 100-625 watts to accommodate everything from slow 
simmer to high-power c~king for maximum speed: t 
Fountain Landscaping 
If you've changed your 
mind about installing a 
swimming pool because of 
the energy shortage, con- 
sider landscaping your back- 
yard with a beautiful  
fountain. 
Fountains have the ad- 
vantage of using the same 
water over and over again, 
at a low cost, and they don't 
require heating! Today there 
are many different ypes of 
fountains to suit the home- 
owner's taste, available in 
al l  sizes and price ranges. 
Contrary to what you might 
think, they do not require 
costly plumbing or con- 
struction. 
if  your home is rustii:, 
there are waterwheels and 
box structures made of 
redwood to complement i s 
architecture. 
i f  you prefer a natural en- 
vironment, waterfalls that 
realistically duplicate stone 
can create the outdoor set- 
ting you Want. 
if  elegance is more to 
your liking, there are spray 
rings designed to cascade 
water in several pleasing 
patterns, including vertical 
sprays and sprays in a dome 
shape. 
If you don't have space 
for a regular fountain, you 
might consider installing a 
fountain along your patio or 
garden wall. Wall fountains 
• arc available in many in- 
shapes. 
Tht:m are also more ex- 
otic designs in fountains, 
such as rain effects and rain 
trees. 
Whether you choose a 
miniature fountain or a 
fancy waterfall, you'll find 
the effect charming and pic- 
tureaque, and much more 
practical than the standard 
swimming pool. 
Designing Ideas 
I f  you're thinking about 
*having a professional in- 
terior designer decorate 
your home, consult friends 
who have used decorators 
for recommendations. Most 
designers charge "fixed 
hourly rates, so to get a 
good idea of what it will 
cost, ask for an estimate of 
the number of'hours that 
will probably be needed for 
your project. 
Stipulate as much in 
writing as possible as to fees, 
etc. 
And rethcmber that the 
final decor should reflect 
your lifestyle, not someone 
else's preferences. 
Cleaning Tip 
To dean carved furniture, 
dip .u rather stiff-bristled 
paint brush in paraffin, hang 
in the open air till it be- 
comes almost dry, and use it 
for removing the dust from 
mouldings and carved parts. 
Wipe the brush with a rag 
after using each time and 
i 
tangible lthings like the in- 
terior and exterior appear- 
ance of your home, your 
lighting, ventilation, view 
and privacy . . .  they affect 
such intangibles as your 
mood and attitude - -  your 
whole p~ychological well- 
being, as well. 
Consequently, they re- 
quire careful foresight and 
planning. And since your 
window decigions are fairly 
permanent ones, you should 
come up with •plans you can 
live with for a number of 
years. 
Here are some points to 
keep in mind, say deco- 
rators, as you determine the 
.placement, size and type of 
your windows: 
Strive for the ideal of 
uniform daylight in your 
rooms th'roughout all 
seasons .  
Forbest lighting and fuel 
economy, your main win- 
dows should face a south- 
erly direction. Avoid east- 
west facing windows, since 
they are difficult to shade. 
The glass areas of your 
walls/should eLlual about 
20% of your floor area, for 
optimum lighting. 
Adequate ventilation de- 
mands that the number of 
windows which open. should 
equal about 10% O f your 
floor area• YOu should po- 
Everything You've Wanted to Know About Windows:[ 
Windows not only affect sition your windows to take You can" make" a' long',, 
advantage of the available 
breezes. 
Windows separated and 
placed in different walls of- 
for better daylight distribu- 
tion than windows grouped 
together. 
Short, wide windows will 
give you broad, shallow light 
distribution: tall, narrow 
windows provide thin, deep 
distribution. 
if you plan on installing 
screens, remember that they 
absorb up to 50% of the 
available daylight. 
Ext6rior shading via 
shrubs, awnings, etc. can 
he!p you avoid summer heat 
gains. 
Translucent windows of- 
for privacy; tinted windows 
reduce heat and glare. 
You can frame the most 
inviting parts of your view 
by ~:areful placement of your 
windows. If you live.in the 
suburbs, for example, you 
can place your bedroom 
windows high in the ceiling, 
to capture the beauty of the 
treetops and sky above and 
delete the view of uninter- 
esting rooftops below. 
If you come into a ready- 
built home, where you can't 
start from scratch and re-do 
your windo w planning, there 
are ways to improve the 
existing window schemes: 
Building Patio?. Fireplace? 
window look shorter with 
short draperies that reach to ' 
the window sill. A valance 
will make your window look 
shorter still. 
If you want your short 
window to appear longer, re- 
verse the technique and use 
floor-length drapes, A verti- 
cal pattern on your curtains 
will make your window 
seem longer and your ceil- 
ing higher. 
You can make a narrow 
window look wider by ex- 
tending the curtains beyond 
the window frame on each 
side, and by using a hori- 
zontal pattern on your 
drapes. 
Decorating Tip 
You can seemingly crea(e 
more space'in a smal! area 
by "painting out" furniture 
against the wall. Matching 
furniture Io the wail expands 
your visual space, without 
sacrificing any function. 
Probably no home-ira- 
provomentprospect has such 
wide appeal as installing an 
outdoor patio. It can add 
much to family (and guests') 
pleasure during the pleasant 
outdoors)' months; 
"The handyman house- 
holder or professional has 
the choice of many building 
materials. 
Slender concrete patio 
block is available in sizes 
and colors that lend them- 
selves to many pattern com- 
binations; A mixture ofsizes 
achieves a flag-stone ffect, 
w~ile units in different col- 
ors create a checkerboard 
pattern. 
In installing a patio,'its 
boundaries are marked off 
and the soil is excavated to a 
depth that will accom- 
medate a 2-inch layer of 
sand with the concrete 
blocks laid on top. 
With I;atios abutting the 
house, a slope of about I 
inch per 15 feet will assure 
proper rain run.off. Some 
installers lay blocks on edge 
around the patio boundaries 
before leveling off the sand 
and laying the blocks in a 
preplanned pattern, start- 
ing from one corner. When 
finished, loose sand is 
.) 
sprinkled over the su.rface" 
and swent •into the cracks. 
He is happiest, be he 
king or peasant, who finds 
peace in his home. 
- -  George Moore 
1300 sq. ft. of luxurious 
livlng.space. Wall to wall 
throughout. Master 
bedroom with ensulte. 
Excellent basement suite 
easily convertable for use 
of upper floor. Close to 
schools and hospital. 
Asking $55,000. 
i 
I 
This 1575 sq. ft. home has 
all the space a family could 
want. Large rooms with 
wall fo wail throughout. V~ 
utility basement. Ex- 
cellent garden and 
greenhouse. 100'x50' lot on 
pavement. Low, low price 
j of $42,000.. 
2Va acres at 4518 Graham Ave. excellent possibilities 
for subdivision, older home and Junk in yard will be 
cleared out. Owner anxious to sell and asking $32,000. 
poll F ~ r d .  Ipass this' one up. S 
L i k ~ a n  | bedrooms and Wl baths. 
i ~  I L-argo garage workshop. 
~ i v e r .  i Fenced front yard. Stove 
A n ~ 4 , 9 0 0  a ~  Included. 
N l ~ a b l e  for a large family. 
Double sized building lot on McDeek Avenue with 
sewer and wafer availalbe. Approximately ~/,= of an 
acrewlth 140ff. frontingon McDeek. Asking $8,000. 
.=nue Realty Ltd. ,4Q71 I 
;HUE, TERBAOE, B.0. V86 1iS VV '-TVeB 
: . . me ha lastsl Save on 
Nower oome on uargo lot. upkeep and heating costs 
Paved circular driveway, end aqulre this ooild home. 
bedrooms on main floor Garage. Fullbasement. 3 Built of cement block 
LIGHTEN A DARK HALLWAY with attract0ve skylight that will "open up" the and extra bedroom 1300 sq. ft., 3 bedroom bedrooms, master with construction with brlci 
area. create new decoratmg possibilities. This is also a go0d way to brint light downstairs. Rec room. home. If you like gar. ensuite. Patio doors In veneer. 1200 sq. ft. t3 2
teresting designs, ranging wash the brush when it to dark kitchens, baths• AIc•nsldlngexterior. 2car donlng this Is for yo0, dining • rH  lead onto • bedrooms up and 
from cherubs to shell ,,becomes rather dirty, garage. Align 2 acres of Features many established large sundeck with downstairs, 2 beaetilu 
Iilglgiliiglilgiilgllllilliiillllillmllililllililillliliiilillllllil i land and limed at $47,500. fruit trees, greenhouse and southern exposure. Must fireplaces, big rim room 
- -  " - Call Chrlstel or Herd or  garden shed on large bt. be sold quickly. Well and Insulated wine cellar. 
Asking $42,500. For more priced at SSS,000. Call Located in quiet area of 
see it on "Reelscope" in information call Christel or Frank. our office, town. Price 562,000. Call 
Horst. Christel or Herst for more 
~ i ~ ; ~ ~  information. 
:,r; _ ~  ~-  -' A place for every member 
Excluslvewith our agency. Revenue Property. Duplex of your family. 3 
Lovely 4 bedroom home in in good location on ~ acre bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, A home "like they Used to/ : 
central ere• of town. Over ofland,3bedroomsoneach family room, 2 dining build them". A rural] ~!i 
1500 sq. ft. of living area, . slde, electricheet. Llvein rooms, gamesroom, patlo, setting, lacreofland. Full .;.! 
I :  nv .v .  mnn ~vm.•  . • lull basement. Large lot one unit and let the rental sundeck, carport. All basement. Bright living .... 
• OWNER MOVEDalreadyandwlshesqulcksaleof 1970 2801 CRAMER STREET modern five bedroonn, with insulated and heated income pay off the tastefully decor•led and room and large kitchen. ~:: 
• Noble three bedroom oll heated mobile home with fireplace, compact kitchen. Full basement, wo baths, workshop. Priced at only property. $49,500. For an landscaped. Agood buyot Undercover storage" fol ;: 
• 10~0 addition. Has appealing wood stove, extra 'recroom and lotsofetorageerea. Attached carport. A : $49,$~. Call Horst or •ppolntment to view call $65,000. Call Frank for your triller, boat or extra ! ~ 
Christel. Horst or Chrlstel. more Information. car. Call Chrlstel or H0rst * 
• bedroom in addition with family room. Greenhouse, quiet location near Rotary Park. 24x24 shop at rear of • for more Information. 
• woodshed and landscaped grounds.. Situated at 3945 property with concrete floor. Oil heating. Asking • ; ¢"~ [ i~  
• Simpson for only $20,500 but open to offers. Listed 549,500a hard to beat price. MLS 2877. [] , . . . . . .  , , :~,~ 
• MLS. ' ' • ~ ~  
II  2707 CRAMER STREET one bedroom starter home : , 
• LOW PRICED at 521,000 two bedroom home with attached garage, kltchefl.llvlng room, bathroom : Looking for a quiet but ! 
• overlooking Skeena River on Kerr Street. Modern. and entrance utility area, All for only $18,500. Vacant ~ convenient location? "lFhls 
• kitchen. Landscaped, 79x130 property. Multiple listing lot on north side.also available for $8,500. • 
• 2893. • Three bedrooms, large could be itl Four 1144 sq. ft. Modern 3 i 
• 2511 CRAIG DRIVE on 1.18 acres affording privacy, : kitchen, dining area and on Located in a quiet area of bedrooms, two baths, large bedroom home with extra 
• landscaped,.storage shed, carport & covered patio, one acre. High ratio the.Horseshoe. This three lot and in the 4500 block finished basement rooms. 
• 4918GRAHAMAVENUEon half anacre of fertile soil Three bedrooms plus sewing room or office, large : mortgage available, low bedroom full basement Graham Avenue. Call In Excellent family residence 
downpaymenttepus:chase, home has many attractive today and view this home located in recently • with water & sewer isthis neat three bedrGom with oll livingroom and spacious kitchen,1160 sq. ft. OII heat. • Call Kelly for your home features., Asking $46,900. on "Realscopo". Asking developed neighborhood. • furnace, ample carport, detached garage. Open to Reduced to $35,000. Call for an appointment o view I ' ." 
• offers, listed at $31,900. Exclusive. this exclusive listing. I needs. Call Kelly to view. 46,500, call Kelly. Closeto schools..Call Skid. 
" " AFTER 0FFIOE HOURS • A.E. Le Page Limited Coast Coast Real Estate Service • 
HORST GODLINSKI . 635.5397 .KELLY SQUIRES . 635.76i6 ! i ' 
! 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructlens not plcked up 
within 10days of explryof an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
recalved by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of fall ure 
'to publish an advertisement 
or In the event o~ an error 
appearing in the ad: 
vertlsement as pub,shed 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
psrtlon of the advertising 
II=ace occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of orlgln, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 par 
.nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in. 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertlnn charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
S1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents par agate line. 
Minimum charge ~.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~;5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
Justified by a bona fide No charge provided news 
requlrement; for the work .submlttedwlthinonemonth. 
" lnvo l~.~, -  ~ . . . . . . . .  ,~  ..... .~. ~ ,  p rod.uctlon~arge, f.er 
ng u ers . ' "  pl~ures." NeWt, of wedcilngs 
[wrlte-ups) recelved one 
Publ ished at  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days a week  
Monday to Friday, af- 
terneens 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ie r  mth  3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Mai l  3 mth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 mth  22.00 
By Mai l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen ' year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of Amerlca 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & Dlstrid 
Phone 635.6357 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subled to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices S.S0 
PHONE 635-6357 
Cla;;slfled Advertising Dept. 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
play "Leaving Home" has 
been postponed to Saturday, 
May 13th and Sunday, May 
14th due to minor productlun 
setbacks. ' 
Aiternatlve Energy En- 
thusiasts - Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc.. Are you currently 
designing or experimenting 
with small.scale renewable 
energy systems? The 
Pacific Rim Education 
Prelect is setting up a 
Northern Network to 
facilitate development el 
such systems. Pictures and 
prelect descriptions are 
needed for a booklet to be 
published thls spring. Write 
BOx 707, Terrace, B.C. (wthf 
to may11) 
The regular monthly 
meeting of the Skeena 
Progressive Conservative 
Women's Club will be held on 
Wednesday, April 19, at 1:00 
p.m. In the Terrace Little 
Theatre Building, 3625 
Kalum Street. 
For  further Information 
call 635.6764. 
Tlcketsare still available for 
all 3 performances of the 
Royal Wlnnlpag Ballet /~ay 
5thandBthat the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre In Terrace. 
Tickets cost $8.00 
Reduced Price of t24 for 
children for Saturday 
Matinee Performance only. 
Write, enclosing a cheque for 
tlckete, to the Terrace and 
District Arts Counclh Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. For more 
Information phone 635-2101. 
6.C.O.A.P.O. • Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November 16th 
1976, Arena Banquet Room 
Northern Nelghbours, - a 
consumer oriented food co- 
op, will be holding their bl. 
monthly general meeting 
Wed. at 7:30 p.m. April 26. In 
the Senior Citizen Room at 
the Recreational Centre. 
Anyone Interested welcome. 
Thornh l l l  Vo lunteer  
Flreflghters Ladles Aux. are 
having a Coffee & Crafts 
afternoon on Sat. April 15 
from 1:00.4:00 p.m. at the 
Thornhlll Fire Hall. 
Herringbone, a one.act play 
by Tom Cone, directed by 
Merry Halsor, will be per. 
formed at the Terrace Little 
Theatre at B p.m. on Friday, 
April 21 and Saturday, April 
22, as Terrace's Little 
Theatre entry In the B.C. 
DramaFestlval. Admission 
; 52.00 at the door or reserve 
through McColle Real 
Estate. 
Herringbone, a one-act play 
by Tom ~Cone, directed by 
Merry Halsor, will be per- 
formed at the Terrace Llffie 
Theatre at e p.m. on Friday, 
April 21 and Saturday April 
22, as Terrace's e~try in the 
B.C. Drama Festival. Ad- 
misslen $2.00 at the door or 
reserve through McColls 
Real Estate. 
The deadline for entries In 
the Terrace Annual Arts and 
Crafts Show Is April 14. 
Please send entry forms to 
the Terrace Art Association, 
Box 82, Terrace; for more 
Information phone 638-1233. 
The 13th Annual Ads and 
Crafts Show, featuring art, 
craft and hobby exhibits and 
sales will take place on April 
22, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
andon April 23, from 10 a.m. 
to 5 p.m., In the Caledonia 
Senior Secondary gym. 
"Challenges for Northern 
Women" - -  conference April 
14th 7:30 p.m. to April 16th. 
Workshops, Entertainment, 
Free day care and bus 
service. Regletratlon S2.00. 
Phone 638.1469 for more 
Information. 
(Sat.) 
The Vancouver Playhouse, 
British Columbia's major 
professional theatre wil l  
present Joe Ortln's 
outragelous black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
17 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Terrace at 8 p.m. "Loot" a 
long running hit In London 
and on Broadway Is a zany, 
bizarre upside down comedy 
In a Monty Python vein. 
Tickets areavallable In May 
at Terrace Sight and Bound 
and Terrace Library. For 
further Information call 635. 
7316. "Loot" IS a part of 
Kermode Theatre '7B. 
Kermode Theatre'78, the 
B.C. High School Drama 
Festival will take place in 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre May 
, llk2Oat 8 p.n. The malnstage '
'Shbwcase' consists of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad- 
ludlcation. Tickets ovailable 
In May from Terrace Slght 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library. 
Santo Cervello, mlmest will 
perform "Metamorphlsls", 
May 18 and 19 In the Verltas 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. Ion Booth 
will perform "Mark Twain in 
Person" May 18 and 19 at the 
Clarence Michlel Gym at 
3:30 p.m. Tickets for both 
performances are available 
at the door at $1.00 per 
person. These performances 
are presented In conlunctlon 
with Kermode Theatre '7B. 
Join with K'shan Business 
and Professional Women's 
Club In "'A Business 
Women's Spring" - -  Health- 
Besuty.Feshion- Dinner 
Mestlng.6:45 p.m. $4.50 at 
Gims's Restaurant. Wed- 
nesday April 19. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635-75S6 
OR 
635.7728 
(ctf) 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
• Thornhlll Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4fh Friday at the 
Community Centre from h3C 
.4:00 p.m. 
• Adult Clinics- N~n. Wed. & 
Fri., from 3:00. fo 4:00 p.m. 
• V.D. CIInlc - 3:00 p.m. every 
Men. & Thurs. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skenna Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747. or 635.3023. 
:)keens District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of .a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 1B who are In. 
terested please cell 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
HEALTH CARE FOR 
SENIORS A St. John Am- 
belance Course You are 
never too old to learnl For 
more Information, please 
phone Mrs. Carol Harrison, 
635.5842. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for thelr 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control yot, r angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving con- 
strucftve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 
Jane 638-8302. 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Coramlc supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available- custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contracting. 
"House wiring. 
435-51176 
FULLER BRUSH 
Houseparents for Group 
Home: On May 1, 1979, 
houseparents will be 
required to operate a 
teenage group home in 
Terrace, B.C. for six 
children. Houseparents must 
be emotionally mature, and 
will require the following 
qualifications: 
...an ability to understand, 
accept and work with 
children who may have some 
degree of a social or 
emotional disturbance; 
...an ability to provide 
effective parenting and to 
malntaln good standards of 
physical aswell as emotional 
care for children; 
...an ability to manage 
well In all areas of living, 
inc lud ing  househo ld  
operations, budgeting and 
planning constructive and' 
creative activities for the 
children in the home. 
Co-operation with the 
Ministry of Human 
Resources and ether com- 
m unity resources Is essential 
In meeting each child's need. 
Group home services are 
contracted for by the 
Ministry of Human 
Resources. Contract Is 
negotiable. Please submit a 
complete resume in care of 
Mr. D. Anonby, District 
Supervisor, Ministry ot 
Human Resources, 4506 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1P4. Terms of 
references for contractual 
arrangements may be 
clarified at your local office 
of the Ministry of Human 
Resources. Closing date Is 
April 20, 1978. 
(C2-7,14) 
Order now by phone. Phone RESIDENTCARETAKER 
or make an appointment..Full time resident caretaker 
Marnle 635-9721. required for fami ly  
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-453S. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
Applications are now being 
excepted for 2 positions at 
Weewannle Creek Camp, 
Kitlmat, B.C. for a staff 
councellor, $120g per 
month. Camp cook $1000 
per month. Please forward 
resume by April 21 to Box 
148 Kltlmat. Affentlen J. 
Wentz (c3-10) 
LONDON (CP) -- A 
shortage of 50-pence pieces 
frequently forces sub-pest 
offices to dose until a further 
supply of small change 
comes from main' offices, 
spokesmen say. A spokes- 
man for the mint said there 
was an unusually heavy de- 
mand for 50-pence pieces 
' before Christmas and 
production has been in- 
creased. 
development In Prince 
Rupert. Previous ex- 
perience an asset. 
Responsible for cleaning and 
upkeep of projed. Should be 
experienced In minor 
malntainence and janitorial 
duties. Job involves per. 
sonal contact wl lh t(~ntants 
and applicant should have 
ability to deal tactfully and 
effectively with others. 
Salary S217.75 per week 
(approx. $14,400 per annum). 
Northern living allowance 
additional. Consldaratlon In 
rent grontlng. Send details 
of experience and 
qualifications to Regional 
Manager, Northern B.C., 
B.C. Housing Management 
Commission, P.O. Box 310, 
Prince Rupert by April 24, 
1978 for Information. Please 
call 627-7501. (c2.10) 
HELP WANTED 
Earn•2 hours a day-S200 a 
month commission plus 
prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 10B, 207 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver VBB 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5K1. 
i e Indian and Affaires indiennes Northern Affairs et du Nord 
NOTIOE OF SALE 
OF INDIAN TIMBER 
Masset t  Indian Reserves Nos. 6 & 7 
Terrace Indian District, British Columbia 
Sealed tenders addressed to the undersigned and 
marked: TENDER FOR TIMBER - Ain Indian 
Reserve No.6 and Yen Indian Reserve No.7 will be 
received at the Department of Indian Affairs office, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. up to 1200 hrs P.S.T. Friday, April 
28th, 1978, for the right to cut merchantable timber on 
the above reserves situated as fellows: Ain No.6 at the 
mouth of Ain River, north shore of Massett Inlet and 
approximately 10 miles north west of Port Clements; 
Yen No.7 approximately 4 miles from Massett on the 
west side of Massett Harbenr. Two (2) years will be 
allowed for the removal of an estimated 16,000 cunits of 
Ioggable timber. 
Tender forms and further particulars may 'be obtained 
from: 
.The District office at Terrace or Prince Rupert, 
Depertmentof Indian Affairs & Northern Development 
or: 
The Regional Director 
British Columbia Region 
Department of Indian Affairs & Northern Development 
P.O. Box 10061 Pacific Cenlro 
700 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, B.C. VTY 1CI 
Tenders must be submitted on ihe forms supplied 
without any amendments or conditions. Tenders must 
be delivered to the Supervlsor's office by the closing 
time above, and will be opened at the Supervlsor's 
office at Prince Rupert, B.C. at 1300 hrs P.S.T. Friday, 
April 281h, 1976. The highest or any tender not 
necessarilY accepted. 
Dated';t Terrace this 13th day of March, 1978. 
WANTED: Male or female 
person to manage workshop 
for handicapped people • 
must have administrative 
.ability and able to organize 
daily routine. Apply giving 
resume to Box 264 Terrace, 
B.C, (c5.11) 
Drycleaning firm requires 
bookkeeper. Must be able to 
do financial statements. 
Experience preferred. Write 
BOx 1175 Terrace Herald. 
(c5-10) 
Must sell; 1976 Honda GL 
1000. In excellent condition. 
Phone 635.3855 or view at 
4404 Walsh Ave. (p20-may9) 
OWNER MUST SELLI 1976 
CB400 Supersport. One of 
Honda's best handling mid 
sizeblke's. Also two helmets 
and motor cycle suit 
(Belstaff) Plus complete 
tune-up kit. Only 3,000 
tallest ! Phone 635.3846 after 
5:30 or phone 635.6357 during 
day. Ask for Brad (sff) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and in 
excellent condition. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638.1072 after 
6 p.m. 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lokelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
For Sale: Equalizer hitch 
$750 lb. cap Includes sway 
bars and brake controls 
phone 635.7706 (c6- 
9,10,14,15,19,20) 
FORSALE: Fisher, Wolf 
and Beaver pelts ring 
mounted phone 635.7459 (p2- 
10) 
Man's ring, 9 diamonds 
worth $800. Best •otter. 
Marlene 632-2971 (c3-11) 
FOR SALE: 
Full set (76) Britannica with 
chlldrens books, like new 
$150. 
18' wood beat and trailer 
t~S00. 
70 Dodge 318 motor $200. ' 
70 Dodge truck 4 speed $150. 
Realistic DX160 receiver 
$125. 
Whites metal detector $100. 
75 Moteskl Cadet $300. 
69 Ski Duo Elan $350. 
12'x44' Winsor Mobile home, 
partly furnished $5,500. 
Will consider offers phone 
635-2516. (C5•13) 
DIDYOU KNOW. 
Queensway Trading 
3215 Kalum St. 
638.1613 
Have A New Shipment o 
• Bar type . pub mirrors 
• Pachinko - Japanese pin. 
ball games 
• California grape tray wall 
hangings 
Used hand guns 
Furniture- Appliances 
Much more 
Come in and 
Browse 
. WE BUY 
ANYTHING 
OF VALUE 
TRADE-SELL- 
. NEW-USED- 
Open 6 days a week 9:30 - 6 
til 9 on Fridays 
"Terrace's most unique 
second hand store" 
Top Quality mixed hay for 
sale. Heavy bales 847-3165 
(c12t,w,th,may4) 
Four at tracker 15xi0, four 
white spoked rims 5 belt. 
Nearly new 635.5092 (stf 3.10) 
FOR SALE: Westinghouse 
dryer, white $135, and an 
electrolux vacuum cleaner 
638-1655 after 5 (p5.10) 
For Sale: Joey Shackapprox. 
6'x30', insulated and wired. 
Best reasonable offer will be 
accepled. Phone 635•2540 
before 2 or after 4. 
(P11-20) 
Utility trailer for sale. 4x6 
Box. $200.00, view at 4523 
Scott or phone 638-1748. 
(P5-14) 
NO GARAGE YARD SALE: 
Saturday April 1510 a.m. to 5 
p.m., 3981 Bobble St. by 
Copper mountain School. 
selling many different items 
to many to list. (c3-10) 
FOR SALE: 1 - 23" cabinet 
color T.V. $275 phone 635- 
4561 (c3.10) 
II 
FOR SALE: Doberman 
Pincher pups, one male - 
four female. Pure bred. No 
papers. $75 phone 635-3680 
(p5-10) 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36"  
12 sheets on ly -  3 .75  
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See 
P.M. PLASTICS 
for 
CANOES 
also 
Fibreglass Matt.Roving 
Cloth and Resin 
3890 Muller St. 
Phone 635.6684 
(clmon..1May) 
20' Smoker Craft riverboat 
trailer and motor. 842.5589 
R.R. No. 1 Klsplox Rd., Box 
39, Hazelton, B.C. (p5.12) 
22V=' cabin crusler flying 
bridge, glass over wood hull, 
mahoganey framed, un. 
finished cabin, stove, stink, 3 
way frlclge and gas tanks 
installed. $2500 phone 625- 
7439. (c2-10) 
19' Cabin cruiser, new 
motor. Fishing C.license 
For Crabs and Bottom fish. 
Plus Trailer. $5500.00 
40' Fishing boat new still in 
building stage 75 per cent 
finished. Asking $17,000 
Phone 635.6700. 
(P3-13) 
The City of 
Prince Rupert 
has for sale 
item 1 ~ 1 only 1972 Ford 
Tandem ow dump box, V8 
Cat Diesel Motor. Serial No. 
Uaocun$1704 
Item 2 -- 2 only 1970 John 
Deere Tractors, Serial No. 
032113M-026383M condition 
unknown 
Item 3-- 2 only TJD 12 HP 
2 Cyl. Wisconsin Motors, 
Serial No. 4805053-5319783 
condition unkown 
Item 4 -- Approx. 50 tons 
scrap metal. Conditions of 
sale (scrap metal) 
1) Truck to be weighed at 
City Stores scale before and 
after loading. 
Also to be weighted at 
scales other than City Stores 
scale. 
2) Cost of weighing is the 
obligation of the purchaser. 
C~nditlons of Sale (Equip. 
meat( 
!) As is where is. 
21 A certified cheque for 10 
per cent of the amount of. 
fared must be enclosed. 
3) The highest or any offer 
not necessarily accepted. 
4) Offer addressed to the 
undersigned must be sub. 
miffed In writing, In a sealed 
envelope and clearly marked 
"Offer Re Equipment or 
Scrap/~Aetal for Sale." Will 
be received up to 3:00 p.m. 
local time, Tuesday, April 
25, 1978. 
Equipment and scrap metal 
may be viewed at the City 
Stores, Wantage Road, 6:00 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday fo 
Friday. 
G.H. Andersen, 
Purchasing Agent, 
City of Prince Rupert, 
424 West 3rd Ave., 
Prince Rupert, E.C. 
vaJ I LT. 
(C3.5, 10, 13) 
For rent, 2 bedroom 
townhouse, frldge and stove. 
Close to hospital. Available 
May i. No pets. Phone 638. 
2409. 
(P1-10) 
i 
CEDAR PLACE 
A PARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
~lew 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Fridge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, re¢ 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security interphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctf) 
i 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, can. 
trally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
6611. (ctf) 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio.To view 
Apt. No.8 on Scott Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 63S-4841. 
(ctf) 
3 bedroom basement suite 
for rent. Availabe first of 
May. Phone 635.2616. 
(P1.10) 
(P1.14) 
FOR SALE: Beautiful 
family home in town, quiet 
street near all school and 
shopping, 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
baths, tlnlshed roe room and 
extra bedroom down. Large 
landscaped lot Includes some 
appliances.. Phone 635.7"/06 
for appolntemnt fo view. (c6- 
9,10,14,15,19,20) 
For Sale: by owner, 3 
bedroom home On Davis 
Ave. Close to downtown and 
schools, 1150 sq. ft., up and 
down fireplace, large 
rumpus room, 1V= bath 
upstairs, full bath down- 
stairs. 2 additional 
bedrooms In basement. 
Fully landscaped with 
garden area. Fenced yard. 
Carport. Phone to view 635. 
7628 (c5-12) 
Owner transferred. Must 
Sell. 
Exceptional family home, 
close to schools and shop- 
ping. Sunken living Room, 
with fireplace, :Mlding glass 
doors to covered patio; 
formal dinlng room with 
fireplace are two of the 
features of this outstanding 
home. Large kitchen with 
built.in china cabinet in 
eating area, mud room, 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths, rec- 
room, workroom, and ample 
storage areas. Complete this 
home. Large lot has fruit 
trees, garden area and 
greenhouse. 4840 Welsh. Low 
60's. Interested parties only 
please call 635-3175 after 5 
p.m. 
(CTF) 
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom, 1V2 
beth, full basement, older 
home on large lot, good 
residential area. Close to 
schools, fruit trees, large 
garden area. 4023 Scott 
$35,000 635.3175. (ctf16,17 
WMWF) 
For Sale: By owner, 3 
bedroom duplex dwelllng. 
Full basement, oak floor, 
double lot, landscaped, good 
location. Low taxes. Phone 
635.3463 after six p.m. 
(CTF-Apr.28) 
Olinlon Manor 
Furnished or unfurnlshec~ 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt' 
enferphone. Sauna. 
635-9422 
638.1032, 
I 
K EYSTON E COU RT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 ScotT. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry 8, storage area. 
Near schoohl and down 
town. Clean, quiet. 
Spa¢loUl, security Iockul: 
ind patrol. 
F;JII time manager In 
residence. 
625.5224 
(cff) ,, 
I 
2 bedroom house on 4527 
Scoff. Wall to wall carpets, 
natural gas heat. Priced for 
qulck sale as owner moving 
Asking $27,000 phone 635.3377 
(IO6.13) 
Well built 3 bedroom home, 
1V2 baths, fireplace, wall to 
wall carpet, large finished 
rec room. Fully landscaped, 
fenced backyard. Quiet 
residential area, close to 
schools phone 635.5179 (c5- 
11) 
Wanted room and board for 
middle aged lady. Around 
May 1st. Phone 635.6160 
between 10.4 weekdays. (c3. 
10) 
For Refit: One bedroom WANTED TO RENT: 
basement suite. Suitable for Reliable family requires a 
aslngla person or a married large 2 bedroom or 3 
working couple. Close to bedroom house. Ira. 
hospital and city center, mediately. Phone 635.9151 
References required. Phone room 356 (ctf) 
635.5359. 
(P1-10) 
i CEDAR GROVE APTS. I 
3 bedroom townhouse apts.] 
with full basements. I 
No. 116-4829 Straume. I 
(cff) | 
38 acres near Seely Lake. 
South Hazelton on Highway. 
Power, telephone, creek, 
spruce house logs, and saw 
timber. $19,000 Phone 842. 
5954 (p4.18) 
Acreage for Sale in town by 
owner. 2.3 acres.3 bedroom 
home. Basement finished, 
Barn, landscaped. Asking 
$69,000.00 Phone early 
evenings at 635.3620. 
(CTF May 5) 
PROPERTY FOR SALE: 38 
acres near Seeley Lake, 
South Hazelton, on highway, 
Spruce and cedar timber. 
Creeks, house logs. $19,000 
842.5954 (p12-w.th.f-2ap26) 
FOR SALE: 9V4 acres ¼ 
mile north of town. Spring 
creek on property. Power 
a~ailable. Road starter. 
Phone (after 6) 635.4094 (ctf 
t&f) 
PRIME LOT • Thornhill 
District. Well .and septic 
system $10,000 Call Ed 
Carder - 956-4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNelll, B.C. 
V0N 2R0 (pa.may 12F) 
LOT FOR SALE: 2708 
Molltor, 62'x177' Asking 
$9,000 phone 635.2003 (ctf) 
Frame wood building 30 feet 
by 164 feet. Located on 3 lots 
In Thornhill area 80'x200' not 
finished inside. Divided to 
seven two bedroom unlts, 
close to schools and corner 
store. Floor and Roof Is 2 
inch tongue and groove, good 
supply of water. Phone 635. 
7079. 
(P1-22, 1-5, 1-10, 1-15) 
Stationary Store for sale. 
Located in downtown 
Terrace. Replies .to 5023" 
McRae Crescent. VeG 2B9. 
(C10.13) 
1977 GMC ~/4 ton window van. 
Finished rust proofing. VT, 
auto, PB, PS, Has 15,000 
miles plus many extras. 
phone 638.0237 after 6 p.m. 
for further details. (c5-11) 
1969 Beaumont 327, 3 speed 
auto, a steal at $750 phone 
635.3016 (ctfl 
1967 Ford Galaxle $350 or 
best offer phone 635.2547 
after 5:30 (c3.6,8,10) 
1977 Ford F.150, custom 4x4 
with canopy. 15,500 miles. 
Still 4 months, automatl¢, 
left on warrenty. $8,000 or 
best offer. Call 636.1655 after 
.5. 
(P5-14) 
75 super Beetle, metallic 
green with sunroof 20,000 
miles. Radio, new radials, 2 
winter spares. Excellent 
condition. Asking $3600." 
Phone 635.9635. 
(PS.14) 
Plymouth motor 51.6. 1W1 
mech. special. GT bls. 4 
door, 2 sod. auto Chev trans. 
67 70 Chev, bls. for parts 
Good windshield. 638.1369. 
(P5-14) 
76 GMC Van Conversion 
V-O auto, p.s., p.b., radio, 
hi.bucket seats, fully in. 
sulated, lined, rugged, 
lighted. 3 burner stove, 
Icebox, sink, table, bed. Lots 
of cupboard space. Pick-up; 
small car In trade. Phone 
638.1744. 
(P1.10) 
MUST SELL: 1975 12'x64", 3 
bedroom Vista Villa Trailer. 
Very well insulated, in ex- 
cellent condition Including 
Joey shack and sklring, 
washer and dryer. Will 
move to location of your 
choice, phone 635.6940 (p10- 
12) 
FOR SALE: 12x60 2 
bedroom trailer. Newly 
redecorated 10x25 ioey 
shack. Phone 635.5348 (p10- 
11) 
MUST SELL! 1974 3 
bedroom Glendale trailer, 6 
malor appliances • set up 
and skirted - all offers 
considered' phone 636.1554 
(I)3.10) 
FOR SALE: 12x46 two 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
In Thornhlll. Asking $13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 638.7117 (ctf) 
1972 Monarch mobile home. 
3 bedrooms, frldge and stove 
Included. 8x25 Ioey shack, 
asking price S8,000 phone 
635.3542 after S on weekdays. 
(c6.11) 
For Sale: 10x34trailer with 
Ioay shack. Located Skeana 
Valley Trailer Court (p2- 
7,10) 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 Traller 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635. 
7697 after 4 (c20-10) 
For Sale: 1968 (10x361 Im. 
perlal trailer. Comes fur- 
nished and can be sold with 
or without Ioey shack. 
Priced for quick sale. Phone 
635.7860. 
(P10.20) 
MORTGAGE LOANS 
promptly arranged 
anywhere in B.C. In- 
formation and references on 
request. J.D. Phillips 
Capital Corporation, 10673 
King George Highway, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 
588-0411 days, or 585-1603 
evenings, if) 
FOR SALE: 1978 Nomad 
21' travel trailer phone| 
635.6697 (p3.11) I 
For Sale: 8' camperette. 
$500, phone 635-4577. 
(C6-10) 
1975 Holiday Trailer for sale. 
Sleeps 6. 19//2', fully salt. 
contained. Phone 635.5944 
after 5 (c5-131 
1976 Chinook motor home. 
Fully equipped. Will con- 
sider trade of car or truck. 
Phone Prlnco Rupert 624- 
9480 (p5-I0) 
1970 10V2 foot Okanagan 
Camper Stove, oven, fur- 
nace, toilet, frldge, jacks, 
good camping at $1600. 
Phone 635-9422. 
Gi ERiL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENT WORK, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
MOVING??? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
ONE-WAY TRUCK RATES 
THROUGHOUT WESTERI~ 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
112-800.663-3478 
BUDGETRENTATRUCK 
OASH 
F011 
T/B] 
Bill'S Tax 
Service 
4920 Ha l l iwe l l  
Phone 635-3971 
lO:OOa.m.-l1:00 p.m. 
(ctf) 
i I 
I 
.KOCO. --CT-- I 
. LTD. / 
Sand, gravel, reject crushJ 
gravel for driveways| 
Phone 635-5156 (c20-20) I 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale. Very reasonably 
priced, attractive looking 
pre-fab greenhouses. 4 mll 
POly or flbreglass covering 
phone 638.1766 or view at 3961 
Dabble St. (p10-11) 
INFORMATION WANTED 
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE: 
Anyone ~nowing the 
where,~bouts of the next ot 
kin of CHARLES SAN- 
SBURY who was born in 
PORT ST. MARY, ISLE OF 
MAN, ENGLAND in 1895 
son of JOHN and HARRIET 
SANSBURY kindly contact: 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, File 
No. 701475 
Attention: Mrs. H. Harman 
301.635 Burrard Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
CANADA V6C 2L7 
ToWhom It May Concern: I 
will not be held responsible 
for any bills or debts'in- 
curred by anyone but 
myself, as of this April 13, 
1978. Rick Kennedy, 4840 
Sunset Drive, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 1C6. (p3-11) 
. PERSONAL: Disce~'nlng 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully Illustrated 
eatelogue of marital alds for 
both ladies and gentlemen. 
TRAVEL OP- Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
PORTUNITIES: Sooke 
Motel by the Sea. Three Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
daysforthepriceoftwountil Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
June 30. Wharf, beaches, (cff) * 
hiking, fishing. Nature's 
Bostl For Brochures, write 
Box 343, Sooke, B.C. V0S 
IN0. Phone 112.642.5644. (4- TROOPS L! KE 
7,17,m.7,17) BUBBLY 
PARIS (CP)  - -  Troops 
serving with NATO 
HELP WANTED: Earn forces in Europe drank 
$200.00 monthly part.time; nearly 400.000 bottles of 
$1,000 full time. Easy to champagne last year, 
succeed with our training, says a special committee 
Write Fuller Brush Corn- set up to examine a boom 
pony, C.O Box 108, 808, 207 in champagne sales 
West Hastings St., Van- throughout the world. 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or The co~nr, i t lee says 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, NAT0 pi~rchases in 1977 
Kaml.~';~,, B.C. V:'C 5KI were 25.per-cent higher 
(eft) than in 1976. 
Car Wash - -  Osborne Guest 
Home. 2612 Hall St. Satur- 
days and Sundays. Wash 
$2.00 Vacuum $1.00. Call 
Martin at 635.2171. 
(C5,9,10,14,15) 
NELUE DOES 
-n-//uK 
OF" MEIV ALL 
"/'HE 77ME~ 
- -  ONLY Wt/F_IV 
whatever 
| i t  
your 
pitch... 
STRIK 
IT 
Ri, OHZ 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR 
q 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM 
AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS INTO CASH 
I; 
AT THIS SPEOIAL RATE 
• 5 LINES'5 DAYS 5 DOLLARS 
I I I I  i 
| - - - - - -  . . m .  - -  _ _ .  - - - - i - - - - - -  . n m ~ m . m - - m m m m m ~ . l l m ~ - -  .a  
I DALLY HERALD Mall Coupon with SS.O0 cash I Cheque or Money Order to: 
I "STRIKE IT RIOH" "Strike It Rlch" Ads 
I The Daily Herald 
I AR~ 3212 Kalum 
I Please allow one space between words 
im l lUV 
Terrace, B.C. VeG 484 
i I l i i l l l l i J l  l i l l l l l i i l l j l l l  I 
i I l l l l l  I l l l l  I l l l J l l l i l l l l l l  
I I l i l l l l i l l  l i l l l r l l l J l l l l l  
"1 t l  I I I  I /11  I I l i l  I I I  I I I  I I I l l  
I J J l l l l l l l J l l l l l ] J l l l l l l l l  
Name . . . . . . . . . . .  *l ml--ml am ------ - - . - -  i i  . .  - - .  - - .  --. 
Address . . . .  '- . . . . . . . . . . .  
Postal Code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Classification . . . . . . . . . .  Telephone No . . . . . .  
: Turn Your Don't Wants into Into Instant Cash 
I . . . . . . . . . . .  . j  
Print your ads in the squares on the coupon. Be sure to include 
your telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
Items may not exceed $2S0in value. Price must be included in the 
advertisement. 
b 
Your advertisement will run for five consecutive days upon 
receipt of coupon and accompanying payment. 
No cancellations or refunds. 
I No business ads please. 
I 
I • : dards.Advertisements must meet the Daily Herald advertising staR. 
Strike it Rich ads cannot be taken over the telephone. 
FOR IIIMS UP TO $2N IN VALUE 
Take Advantage of this Spatial Rate Today! 
/ 
t 
FOR SUNDAY, APRIL 1O, 1978 
Your lndnvndual 
Horoscope 
FORSATURDAY, APRIL 19,1978 " " 
What kind of day will SCORPIO m ~.  
~mol'row be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) " t '~tg-  
me store say, read the forecast Even though you disagree, 
given for your birth Sign. LISTEN- to others. Their 
methods may be different but 
ARIF~ 20) t ~  possibly are.as good or better 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. than yours. Discuss, don't 
Tchdeneles to avoid: undue hassle. 
suaplelon of others, groundless SAGrrrARIUS ~,¢~.~j. 
fna~, an indinstion to pry into (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "~ I~,-~" 
the affairs of others. Con- Tentatively reject un- 
contests on your own activities. ~certeintien - until you have 
more facts and a better 
TAIJRUS ~r--.~f guarantee of success. Ask 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ~ counsel of well.informed per- 
Put 'theories and facts in -~ons. 
proper, relationship, remem. CAPRICORN l~t t~ 
bering that only facts should (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ,tl KW 
influence decisions. Choose A day for astute thinking and 
wisely wben faced with two equally wise follow-up. Try 
courses Of action, something dl~erent, if only as a 
GEMINI ~ hobby. "Little things" should 
(May 22 to June 21) Mr f  bring you great happiness now. 
Planning to launch a new AQUARIUS _~e,-~ 
undertaking? Consult with (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "Y~z~l 
others regarding Its feasibility. S0me procedures may have to 
A long-range viewpoint be changed but, in general, you 
neceuary. , . will attain the results you work 
for. Your keen wit should at-" 
CANCER ~ " ~,~.  tract new frlmds. 
(Jtule,22 to July 22) ~w~ PISCES lur~::~,, 
A day which can bend an you (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
d/cect, but use requiring quick ' The ~ tendency to seek 
t i~  ff you would keep it the unusual and offoeot will be 
from the losing column through much in evidence nGW. You'll 
neglect and (or). unprofitable .find much pleasure in areas 
What kind of day wil l  
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars ay, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
ARIES 
Apr. 
Some intrigue evident. Keep 
suspicion and involvement to a 
minLmum. Go your sturdy way, 
unaffected by pettiness or 
~ '  ',tlon. - 
,aURUS t~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Some good news or friendly 
cooperation should aid you in 
perfecting long-range plans. 
Study new trends, develop- 
meats. 
GEMINI W.,~" 
(May 22 to 'June 21) "7  : 
Mixed influences. Question 
and investigate where there is 
mar~ for error. Do.not accept 
sug~estions blindly. And do not 
expect more than is reasonable. 
CANCER 
(,June 22.to juiy 23) t ~  
You-may have more to 
m~mage and k~,p in line than 
you antidpate, but you can 
handle all. Get in there and 
pitch , ,  with your usual com- 
petence. 
LEO Pk _fe~ 
24 to Aug. 
While some matters will go 
well, others may beg down 
because of unforeseen ob- 
staelas. Don't fret. Things will 
,even out,, in the long run. 
V1RGO I~)~ k
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Others may be overly 
aggressive now. YOU maintain 
stability, ~ood judgment. Stress 
your keen sense, of the ap- 
proprtste. 
(sept. 24 to Oct. 23) ~"  
, As With many others, you will 
get into.difficulty ff ou speak or 
act in haste now. Stick to high 
principles, but avoid issension, 
antsgoninm. 
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4717 Lakelse LAKELSI PHARMAOY . s .ms  H 
M Gtftware, Easter Candy', Cards and prompt .~ 
~] prescription ................ services ........... ...... ).. ............................ , ........... j  
silver platter may actually have 
strings attached. 
SAGrrrARIUS ~ ,  
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Personal relationships in high 
favor: Better communication 
between yourself and others 
indicated. Make some minor 
concessions in order to effect 
major gains. 
CAPRICORN .~ f~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
A few moments of thought 
before plunging into any ac- 
tivity can save you from 
making costly errors. Channel 
efforts discerningly; use skills 
and talents adroitly. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan, 21'to Feb. 19) " ~  
Fine- influences timulate 
your lnge~uity, c~eativity and 
personality. Be careful, 
bowever, not to go to extrumes 
in anything you undertake. 
PISCES 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)' ~ 
. This will be one of those "give 
a~ take" days, with ~mpha~ 
• on the giving. The artistic, the 
extra trimming, the light touch 
can brighten all things. ' . 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
the AMAZING SP IDER-MAN.  
r .,,~ ~ov~. .  ~b. .~, .  IE£E~TRI~ 
Iv./ ~ ~ ~ ~V~N . 
17,/" Z'A i ~ ~t~.~N 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
t 
detou~ 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Be rsal/stlc sow-and pursue 
only worthwhile goals. Op 
portuntty offered through the 
clever use of one of your 
creative abilities. 
vmGo .P (Aug. ~ to SepL 22) ~_~ 
An ans0dsie may give you an 
ummmHdea fur further~ one 
of your goals. Your keenness 
others overlook. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
progressive, straight.thinking 
individual, with beth tim,will 
and stamina ~ work toward 
your highest goals. You are 
extremely self-reliant and in- 
dep~denL Also, being one of 
the rare persons who combine 
great artistry with practicality, 
you could succeed in either the 
business or art worlds, 
depending upon your le~miugs 
endow, with great ambition CATFISH 
and a high degree of energy and " - by RogerBdlen & GaryPeterm~ 
determination -- which elp you 
to achieve plateaus of success .~ 
which others .woul@ often I' .... /HEI~E}~¢" EX~/~ ~(Tl~kT~/~, I ~ //~4~" {~. l l~-~Al~ I ) " '~"  ' - 
.consider unattainable. Though ~ ~ ~ ~  
not quite usversatlle as many rA I I  
bracketed with "o. lively 
imagination may take you into 
the field of invention. Traits to 
SCORPIO curb: impulsiveness and 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) I I~p~" pveraggre~iveneea. Blrthdato 
Be extremely alert now. of: Wilbur Wright, airphme 
Something which seems to .be inventor; Peter Ustinov and Sir 
handed to you on the proverbial Charles Chaplin, film stars. 
FOR MONDAY, APRIL 17,1978 
What kind of day will, Taken philosophically, they can 
tomon~ow be? To find out what be teachers, stabilizers. Some 
the stars ay, read the forecast 
Riven for your birth St~.. 
ARIES to Apr. 20)~ (Mar. 21 
taxi couvi0clug words should and education, of course. In A less stimulating day than 
helpysulnadapting a dputting business, you would do best as you may wish, but you can 
it over. an executive or promoter; cover a lot of ground by p.hm- 
would also make a successful ning wisely and eliminating all 
LIBRA banker. Creatively, you could nonessentials from your 
(SepL 24 to Oct. 23) J I L~ shine as a writer, painter or program. 
Fine aspects timulate your musician. Birthdate of: TAURUS ~f~-~-p 
personality and abilities. Some Leunardo da Vinci, renowned (Apr. 21 to May 21) ~t%-#- 
special matters need your Ital. artist; Henry James, . Ex~cisa your. capab.flity 
particular talmto and care. Amer. author; , Elizabeth Keep me goes Ul~.S go.~: to 
Carrvenwithyourususl~lrlL Mon~umm-j, actrea.T~:.;..~ - presarveorderundmmammin 
- ~%~. - : ~ ~ : ! i :  a high degree of attainment. 
• ' " Straightforward action will 
OroUword By 
I Plane • 11 Vase with 
surface ' a pedestal 
3 Fine-grained 19 Head 
mineral covering 
4 Reads' 22 Of the ear 
secret 23 Mr., in ,: 
message Barcelona 
5 Japanese 35 Pakistani 
statesman garment 
O Part of a 26 -- blue 
• cabs tibre T/Suites 
7"-- on My sS Army life 
Hands" 20 S-shaped 
8 Large , molding 
headline 30 Shed feathers 
9 Prefix for "31Kind of 
sex or cycle trailer 
command respect. 
GEMINI 
June 21) ! ! ~  (May 22 to 
Stellm" influences timulate 
your ingenuity, good humor, 
affability and precision. 
Anything less than your best 
won't give others file picture of 
the REAL you. 
CA~/CER ..~ ~.  
(June n to J,,,y 23) l ~  
Pay no attention to dissenters 
and pessimists, Go about your 
activities with good will and a 
bit of finesse. You can have an 
unusually satisfactory day. 
LEO 
,, Aug. 
Go for broke where you have 
all the facts, the know-how and 
time for proper 'ac- 
complishment, In spots, you 
ACROSS 61 Deduce 
1 Belfry 50 l)lgitsl and 
dweller? analog 
4 Gceeip ~"--GOt You 
8 Major Under My 
portion Skin" 
1~ Macaw ~ Wings 
13 Needle case 57 Gkkgn, 
14 Wild ox for one 
is Used in 58 Letter 
• making Jelly 5O Former 
THE TERRAGE REDS 
H SHARP SHOP AT REDS BILLIARDS H 
' ' Enjoy Bil l iards? Vis i t  Rod 's  Bi l lards o 
WIZARD OF lid by Brant pn~ker rand Johnn~ hart 
fine advantages in the Offing. ( ~R/kT~; I"HP-. C"E~I~-~'F~'~  "" tNR~T C~/~,E.£; f , . ,qor~ ~'~ l l 
t s 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "" 
Persons in your occupational ~ ~  i F "  ~ '~~.m~~ V  ~ ,ctrcl  may seem t  be r ther .  ~ / ~ ~ /  
demanding, but try to realize ~7/~J" - '~  " 
that overaggreasivenese is often 
a sign of inner insecurity and ! /m~ 
respond accordingly. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Never mind the odds against 
you! Keep working toward your 
. objectivus..Tbere;,is.always~a , ~: . . . . . . . . .  ""~ 
way for the imaginative, op- ~ ~ ' . . . . . . . . .  " ' . . . .  .." ,/////////////////~/////////////////////#x///,~, , ~; .  
t~t~ TERRAI)E "REGISTER l 
PoMIN6 • FOR YOU SPRING | (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
You will have less opposition 
in certain areas than you ex- ALLEYS ~ ,  LEAGUES NOW!"  
pent. Take the bit by the teeth; ~ . . . ~  ..................... ~ ' ........................... ; ~..... 
put beliefs, intuitive ideas 
actively to work. s.c. • by Johnny Im~ 
PISCF~ ~(@ ~OU T'H~ ~f[~ CHIE~. . . .  ~_. ~- - .~6 J~ (Feb. 20to Mar. 20) 
Goodstellurinfluenceschouid WeNT "VI.4(~ APRON.  " ' J I  W~AT ~E~TTHE | . .L I~ 1" 
try for bigger gains. Accelerate 61~, ~ ~ I ~ A L  I 
effectiveness by scattering" 
energies.. 
,YOU BORI~TODAY are i l  ~ 
endowed with a high order of ~ / ~lT"y" 
inmginattonintelligenCe'and aa delightfulliVely I I I  / ~ / (  ~/~. 
... ~ L  " ~)v~ personality. You are more ~,~ .. ~ 
comurvative than many other 
Arleun and may devote agreat 
deal of time to "causes" -- DOONESBUFW by Garry Tmdeau 
either civic or humanitarian. 
Your'talents are eeunldsrable fOR ~.~/~,  :s~/,., ZL~WT"SErff. A ~  I 
sad, with deteeminattun, you 6~-T m? ~/~ f f t  ~ ~.  NO~, ~V 0~.~/  ~T ~/  ~C~J ,  ~f[~_~'~U~L, I ~ /  /~  ~w Oi~v 
could achieve almost any goal PZA~ L~t~S Z~U NeWr~ ~,  YO¢.. z ~J~ ~ g~ ~ ~/  so ~y  I tz~/ ~.~. .  ~r#/  ~,¢  
you desice. Unlike muny others ,AvZ~FT,~/# ,~ ft. / ~ /  ~,~.z'.90 ZR~Y 7N,¢/'E~7" I t/g/O. 
of your Sign, youdonot seem to t~-~,~P~/'/' ~ 7/~,,~¢,~fy I 
possess that inner drive which ~ . 
sends them ahead in leaps and ~l~i 
bounds. Yoware more inclined 
to be sp~radln i your efforts -- 
a "whiz" one day, Ibtlesa the 
next. Try to. maintain an even 
poce and you'll get ahead more ~ ~ ~  
quickly -- and easily. Fields in 
.which you could reap your 
greatest successes: finance, 
• teaching, writing, the law. 
Birthdate of: J .P. Morgan, 
Amer. financier; William few couples '~eod" anything. In fact, most people our age. Concentrate more on getting e husband for yourself and 
Holdefi, film star. have moved out of their large homes and into smaller less on providing Terry with a new "Daddy," or she'll get 
, quarters and are glad to get rid of most of their "things." married ~fore you do. 
We are planning aparty for our friends and family, and I 
want to put !'No gifts, please" on the invitations. My wife DEAR ABBY: I am buying ~ house from a friend of mine 
says it is improper to mention,"gifts" in an invitation. Our for $95,000. He asked me if I would do him u favor and 
children think we should put '~money tree" on the state the price,of the house us $75,000 in the agreement of
invitations. I am totally against that idea as it is like asking the sale, and give him the balance in cash, 
~-ch~t  . be~ 
- .Vanze~ 
" ease ~0 Crude' 
!~ Sea eagle metals 
Zl Dos - 81 Goal 
(square- DOWN 
dance 1 "Three -- 
movement) full'! 
for money. What do you say? He said he didn't want his wife to know how much he : 
ARIZONA READER was actually getting for the house because she's the kind i 
" who spends a thousand if she thinks they have a,hundred. 
DEAR READER: I vote with your wife. If friends or Would there be anything wrong with my doing this for 
relatives want to get tose'ther and give "one gift-or him as a favor? 
money-it 's up to them. But I certainly wouldn't engineer NEEDS TO KNOW• 
It. 
' DEAR NEEDS: Yes. Plenty. Don't falsify the price of 
DEAR ABBY: I'm 22 and have o 7-year~ld aughter the house on the agreement unless you want to be • party 
who was born out of wedlock. (DJ call her "terry.") Terry to a fraud. Tell your friend he~l have to work out the 
and I have always lived with my parents, and I work. In problem of an extravagant wife some other way. 
the last five years I have dated four very fine reeK. A l l  
v;anted to marry me, but no matter who I brought home, DEAR ABBY: Our Social Issues class in having a 
Terry didn't like him.. discussion on today's problems and I have been appointed 
When I ask her if she wouldn't like to have a "Daddy," to ask yot~ what you think is the greatest danger in the 
"she says she already has one. (She has always called my world toduy. 
father "Daddy," olth~ugh she knows that he is r~olly her NANCY C,, ALBANY, N,Y, 
grandfather.) j " '- 
lwanttogetmarrred, butl don't want to morry unyone DEAR NANCY: Indifference/ The.bystondar who 
Terr.y doesn't like, What should I do? s ' doesn't want to get Involved helps the criminal. 
10 Land parcel 35 Plans 
11 After Jay 38 Interfere 
PJ Co=y Avg, solution time: Z3 rain. 40 Lair may have to work_ against time, 
retreats 4Z- Grant: but this ysu can do if well- 
Z8 Is a ~ 'IV role prepared. ,-,,.,.,-,., -,=..,,t,.,-, ,,.,,,,,, 
IAIMIUIRmLI I ILITiOIVI t I 40 Director VIRGO 
n Unusual S EIRIAmEIDIOmSIPIEIDI ~ e  (Aug. 24 to SOpL 23) 
33Past I I q[EINmM[EIT 41,~,=, ,  r Your Intuition should be 
~lHadaropast ITIRIEIBILIEiEIRIRIAINIDI number strong now. Just doahle-check 
M Worn groove IRI I T f AIN E RI 411 Level to, make sure you are not 
87 Thaw IYEIA R N SmTIAIWID R Y 49 Tail grass forgetting small details; and oil 
~S0meShake- '(IOIEmOIRIB ' '  ' 50Singer should "go well. Romance 
speerean L A DIymCIAIRmOI I ISIEI Colioway favored. 
A G AIRIUINITIAIDIEINI 51 Palm leaf LIBRA 
E1Part of a DIAIDm EIRISIEmRIEIAIDI " (Fur.) (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) - IN-~'~ 
rme. EIRIEmpIEIAISmDIAIMISI' 5Z Mlus West Don't flounder about without 
61 Tear apart . . 4-6 '53 Blunder a set and dear target. Know 
14 Faz~m sound Answer to yesterday's puzzle. $4 Femaieraff where you stand and HOW you 
intend to eccoml~lish. Then the 
s t imu la t ing .  " 
1 I  oRp,o 
. .(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
with setbacks, opposition. 
,o, I IB I  • 
"1" N"I I "1 
_! : !" U"  I 
S7 58 ' 
o m' Let Your Guests 
• ' CRYPTOQUIP 4-6 
DecidetheGift 
rxK  ~- ,.AEMG ~^HAGMBJC By Abigail Van Bdren 
iYeatsrdav's Cr~toqulp--COLORFUL FLOWERS WAFT = 19~ W chic,so rtieune;N,'t, News 8ynd.lno. 
UNUSUAL SCENTS.. ~. ' , TERRY'S MUMMY CHIMNEYS SURVEYED 
• ©197s King resi,re, Syndic,to. ln¢, LONDON (CP) -- A 
' 'Today'soryptoquJpciue:Ceq.unlsE • , , DEAR ABBY: My wife and I will celebrate cur golden DEAR MUMMY: D.n L he a dummy. W~en you meet national survey ls to be mada 
Tim Cryptoquip s 01 simple substitution cipher in which each wedding anniversary in five months-if one of ua doesn't the man you want to marry, introduce him to Terry us to see how many public 
kill the other, that is. I'm only kidding, Abby, but right your future hu~,hand ... end leave the word "Daddy" out of housing and private builders 
willletterequalUSedostandSthroughoutf°r an ther,the puzzl ..If yOUs~th.i~.gle letter.s, hatXeno~eq~iswor~,0,1t now we are having a big battle about something we hope it. Terry has known m~t.., me "Daddy" (your father), so she have ' stopped putting 
and words using an apostrophe can:give you clues to loeauug youll gettle for us. can't be blamed for r~,l, f '~  any man she thinks ~v!ll chimneys into houses, says 
knows that 60 yeai'e replace hlm. " vowels, soiu.tion is accomplished by t'k I and error. Everyone after of marriage, very the Domestic Coal Con- 
sumers' Council. House| 
built today will probably last 
60 years, but Britain may 
run short of gas and oil 
within 30, leaving many 
houses unequipped to burn 
solid fuel, 
} , ° 
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Mushers are a pecul iar bunch:  
David Anderson's life p¢culiar bunch  of racing model. 
probably wouldn't have people," he says. Theey Each dog has its own 
been disrupted much five follot relativety unknown house in the run behind 
years ago if he had sport that offers few the family home, and 
bought a poodle or a financial rewards. There feeding the dogs a special 
cocker spaniel. Instead, are few sponsors, blend of meat and meal 
he purchased a blue-eyed In a lifetime, a costs about $3 a day. 
Alaskan husky--and his dedicated and skilled dog Linda Anderson admits 
life changed completely, racer might earn $50,000 she wasn'tkeen about her 
Anderson became a in prize money, Anderson husband's sport when he 
"musher"--one of an says. He estimates he has first started. 
estimated 15,000 dogsled won about $300 in the few "You do give up a lot of 
racers in North America. years he has been racing, things to do it, but I've 
And his family now in- .DOG WENT LAME become much more in. 
eludes 14 huskies. Last year was a dis- - 
terested nosy and I think 
it's good for Dave and the 
kids," she said. 
"As for the kidf, they 
enjoy going in the races 
organized for children, 
they meet a lot of other 
kids and they're out in the 
fresh air. 
"Now I'd be kind of dis- 
appointed if Dave came 
home,.one clgy apd said, it 
.w..a sn_" L ffor q}. J t., an.c~, ne 
W~l[~ ~1~11111~ U l l~  UU~D,  
I 
The Andersons traded 
their suburban cottage 
for a stone house and five 
acres of land in semi- 
rural Hudson, 50 kilo- 
metres from Montreal. 
Their home appliances 
include asalvaged tavern 
refrigerator to store 
horsemeat for the dogs. 
And vacations take the 
Andersons to such places 
as Saranac Lake, N.V.., 
North Bay, and Clarence 
Creek, because that's 
where the dog races are. 
"Other people go to 
Hawaii," Anderson says 
with a grin. 
Mushers are "'a 
appointment for him, 
whennhis lead dog went 
lame. He frequently lent 
his other dogs to other 
teams for the season. 
Most recently, he 
collected $35 in the first 
major race to be held 
near Montreal. 
"That just covered my 
entry fees," he laughed. 
But the financial outlay 
has been considerable, 
including $600 for a 
quality leadndog that he 
has since retired to stud. 
Anderson has two 
sleds, a heavy freight 
sled worth $375, for 
training, and a $250 
Briefs 
STRIKE SETTLED and better medical atten- 
BURNABY,  B.C. (CP) 
An 18-hour, sit-down 
strike by 22 women at the 
Lower  Ma in land  
Regional Correctional 
Centre was settled 
Monday, a prison 
spokesman said. The 
women, who had 12 
demands, started their 
strike Sunday and ended 
it Monday when told they 
could see the director. 
Their demands included 
better visiting conditions 
tion. 
ARSON SUSPECTED 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  
.A three.alarm fire that 
raged through the Three 
Vets department store 
Sunday appears to have 
been deliberately set in 
cardboard cartons out- 
side the building's 
receiving door, police 
said Monday. Police said 
they suspect that the fire 
was started• by youths. 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS.°. 
Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours= Mon, - sat. 94 
636-7417 4946 Greig Avenue Phone 635-7417 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
no0mm 
motors) (chain saws) 
Hours: Men. - Sat. 9-6 
Dealer Llcance 
4946 Greig Number o=0~SA 636-6929 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and 
accessories in stock NOWI 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. 
4539 Grelg • 635.6384 
Dealer No. 01249A SUZUKI GOES tHE D~A~CE!  
KITCHEN CABINET6 • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUNTER' rOPS • 
K: ooo 
BRAD REESE 
AREA MANAGER W ABINETS 
nee. 5TH AVENUE n :~ . . . .  
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V2L. 3KS (NORTHERN} 139. 
BUS. e64.1488 
RES. 562.2281 FREE ESTIMATES 
i 
i i 
_- ~--  ~ . .  ,~  Dave ~,~ 
/~  ~ Broussea.u, ~ ~ '_ :~  
~,~ ~~:  Oentraetmg PED ~,,! .... ..,.. S 
• . ~ . . Rereofing Specialist HAIRCONDITIONING " MANICURE 
• ~ :.--~ STYLI NG HOT WAX DE Pl LATION 
~ ~  FREE ESTIMATES (NO CUTTING) , 
. . . . . . . . .  No.12-3624 Ka lum St. Phone  635-4788 ..... " Call evenings 635.4600 
(Sunnyhill Tra i ler  Park) 
me and t ry  our excellent 
;elections of ~a 
m ported meats, d i  
1 
cheeses and 
del icac ies.  
Horthland Dell 
(1978) Ltd. 
4623 Lakelse Phone 635.2833 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-6195 
ANSWERING 
PAGING OR 
MON ITOR I NG 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
4603.D Perk Avenue, Teri'ece, B.C. VgG 1V5 
~ , : ~  ~ - , ~ ¢ ~ ] ~ t ~ k m  6 ' .  
GLENN CARSON 
3092 HWY. 16 EAST, WA LLY  LE  F E BV R E 
TERRACE, B,C. PHONE (604)635.3863 V8G 3N5 
i 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture. Auto & Marine Upholstery. Vinyl 
Repair - Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies -
.Boattopplng & Hardware • Vinyl Car Tops - 
Headliners - Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet- V.W. Seats 
recovered In original color and material, front & back 
S225 - Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete 
Corvetter supplies. 
Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 2 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 
i 
/ 
FOR A PHOTO THAT 
. MR.  BUS INESSMAN!  . 
This Spaoo Is Rosined 
For Your Ad, 
CLOSED MONDAY 
I 
Oall us at 63§-63§7 9 to § 
NARDWAR£ STORES 
• m =, ~'  dl . ;  - 
GORDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
6UII)E 
' All listings subject to change without notice. 
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Saturday, April 15 
t# ;;; 
v ~,s 
8 ii 
KING 
(NBC) * 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Animal World 
Wild 
The Gong 
Show 
Bob Hope 
Show 
Bob .ope 
Show 
Bob Hope 
Show 
Sat. Night at 
Movies 
"Columbo; How 
to DIal Murder" 
Cont 
cont 
News 
News 
Saturday Night 
Live 
3 CFI"K 
(CBC) 
Pleyoffs 
NHL 
Pleyoffs 
• NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
One Day 
At Time 
Laverne and 
Shirley 
Express 
The Two 
Ronnles 
Outdoor 
Education 
The National 
Provincial Affalrs 
Night Final 
The Late Show 
"The Thief" 
cont 
BCTV 
(Cl"V) 
" Wide World 
Of Sports 
Wide World 
of Sports 
News 
Hour 
Show 
Biz 
Hardy Boys 
N. Drew 
.Hardy Boys 
N. Drew 
Parade of 
Champions 
Parade of 
Champions 
foramce 
"Fosse" 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
CTV News 
News Hour 
Final 
The Late 
KCTS 
• (PBS). 
m 
Previn end 
Plffsburgh 
Previn and 
Pittsburgh 
French 
chef 
Once Upon 
A Classic 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
National 
Geographic 
National 
Geographic 
"Vietnam. 
Picking up the 
Pieces" 
m 
Cont 
cont 
Cont 
Cont ~ m  
Austin City 
Limits 
Austin City 
• Limits 
~ ~  Con '~~' -  w ' ~  Besto'~"--T ~ 
I " ,~  ~ 15 Live Cont "And Millions E. Kovacs 
I U :30 cont . Cont Will Die" Sign Off 
IBI ~ :4S Cont - Cont Cont 
Sunday, April 16 o KIRO • ~ ~ ]1' (CBS) 
~ Music to Terry Washlnton 
• I 115 Baseball See ~lht~'S Week 
I :30 Tennis Country ' Adam Wall Street 
=IL :45 Tennis Canada 12 Week 
9 .  ~ Tourn of 
i champions advocates 
i~ Tourn of Curling 
Champs~ 
2 ~ Tourn of Curling 
Champions Champs 
O {~ That's Curling 
Ho l lywood Champs 
A ::~ Horst Curling 
. Konhler Champs 
i~  -:: ~ . Question Curling 
. Period ehamn~ 
Frontier Perspective 
Capital German 
Comment • Soccer 
Hour Soccer' 
News soundstege 
V :~45 Hour Soundstage 
7 i~ The Young Soundstege 
pioneers Soundstage 
• :30 The Young The Original 
:~S Pionners The Originals 
Prevln end Circus 
Circus Pittsburgh 
Clrucs Previn and 
Circus Pittsburgh ' 
Ko le~ 
Kolak . Pittsburgh | 
Kolak " Masterpiece | 
Kulak Theatre | 
P r lm'~ I ' -  ~ - - J .  
.Time r . ~  
Theatre 
Prime Six Amer.' 
Time Famlles 
CTV News Six Ame 
NeWSFlnalNOUr families I
Show 
"The Spirit Is 
Wllllng" 
Novelty 
Hummingbird Feeders 
tonnl'~ m~i~ 
Tennis Rugby 
Sportsworld International 
Sportsworld " Rugby 
Spor tswor l~ 
Sportworld Rugby 
Sportsworld International' 
Rugby Sportsworld 
Cent 
Cnnt Makers 
Greet Amer. , Hymn 
Meet The Wild 
Press Kingdom 
News Reach for 
News the ToP i .~ . . . i~ . "  
News World of 
News Disney 
How world of 
Come 'Disney 
"World of Th'm'~ "~' i '~"  
Disney Beachcqmbars 
World of Rhode 
Disney ' Rhoda 
' "Holocaust" Kensington 
Cont All In 
V :45 Cont the Family 
Cent The Sunshine 
Cont Boys 
Cont The Sunshine 
Cont Boys 
Cont West 
Cont West Looks 
45 Cont , West 
:15 u News ' , NetlonalNaiton's 
:30 I Five Star Movie I Business 
• ..,iS "The Acl. ~ Night Final 
I wD ~ t  ~ ' l  "Bounty Hunter" 
i J : -30  I Cont ~ :1 Cont 
• B. d r . .  :45 , Cont ' :ont \ 
store Hours: 
Tues.-Sat. 9a,m,-5:3Op.m. 
Friday 9a.m.-9p,m. " ' 
CHARGEX 
J 
, I 
@ 
